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Abstract

In the year 2011 the last /8 IPv4 address block was assigned to a Regional Internet
Registry. The Internet ran out of IPv4 addresses. Hence, network infrastructure providers
deploy IPv6. The transition process and the steadily increasing number of network devices
frequently leads to simultaneous usage of IPv4 and IPv6 protocol stacks on the same
physical machine. Such deployments are referred to as Dual Stack technology. A Dual
Stack device has at least one IPv4 as well as one IPv6 address assigned. The combination
of these two addresses results in the formation of an address pair which is named IP
Siblings. In this thesis we show that such IP Siblings are encountered not only on
web servers but also on critical network infrastructure devices like (core) routers. This
introduces new attack vectors since previous work has revealed that IPv6 channels often
apply less strict security policies than their respective IPv4 counterpart.

To identify an IP address pair as IP Siblings, the deviation of the clock from its expected
values, the clock skew, is investigated by acquiring TCP timestamps employed by the
TCP High Performance Extension. We observe that the majority of devices meanwhile
employs randomized TCP timestamp offsets. On that account, new approaches for
IP Sibling detection are necessary. We propose a model that allows to predict the IP
Sibling property on randomized TCP timestamp offsets and improve prediction on non-
randomized timestamp offsets. We show that even with only few timestamps the same
prediction results are achievable. The small number of required timestamps also enables a
drastic reduction of acquisition runtime from formerly several hours down to few minutes
which facilitates practical application. For a current estimation of IP Siblings among
critical infrastructure devices, we employ two common top-million domain lists and
investigate IP pairs along routes to these targets yielded by these lists. Investigations
show that between 10% and 20% of the responsive network node pairs are IP Siblings,
whereat significantly more edge network devices than core network devices are identified
as IP Siblings.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the year 2011, the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA), which is operated
by the Internet Corporation of Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), announced
that they were allocating the last Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) address block to
a Regional Internet Registry (RIR). Since this year there have been no more IPv4
address blocks available [69]. Meanwhile, a new version of the Internet Protocol (IP)
had been developed to counteract IPv4 address space exhaustion. The first standard of
Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) was already published by the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) in 1995 [35] whereas the latest publication and current standard of
IPv6 was presented with Request For Comments (RFC) 8200 in July 2017 [36]. The
IPv4 protocol is still dominating the Internet and forcing the network companies to
operate infrastructures using both protocol versions for compatibility reasons. These
infrastructures are often implemented as Dual Stack solutions. Whereby Dual Stack
refers to distinct IP stacks (v4/v6) which are implemented on one physical device to host
IPv4 as well as IPv6 network capabilities. In terms of servers, this particular hardware
setup often consists of one physical Network Interface Card (NIC) which has an IPv4
and an IPv6 address assigned. Following prior work [11, 108], we call such IPv4/IPv6
address pairs Siblings or IP Siblings.

Various studies investigate performance, deployment status and security of IPv6 in general
[6, 31, 40, 117, 118]. In this thesis, we focus on the operational behavior of one of the
major devices which are part of modern network infrastructures, routers. Nowadays, it
is indispensable to ship network hardware without comprehensive IPv6 support. This
often leads to severe security threats because network administrators may not keep in
mind the requirement of also configuring the IPv6 capabilities of their newly installed
hardware. Additionally, many devices have their IPv6 network stack enabled by default
without proper set up. This means that a significant number of routers in practice are
operating on both protocol stacks to deliver these IPv4 as well as IPv6 addressed packets
to their desired end node.

In this work, we aim to identify routers which are deploying Dual Stack technology. We
investigate current Dual Stack deployment of network devices on the Internet in order
to gain further insights into the structure of the underlying networks. We separate this
network structure into edge and core networks with their corresponding routers. Moreover,
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Chapter 1 Introduction

we provide an improved IP Sibling detection method which enables practical use for
attack vector detection. This includes the reduction of necessary Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) timestamps for decision making as well as simultaneously preserving
the performance of the employed prediction model. Therefore, we develop concepts for a
fast and resource saving TCP timestamp acquisition and an enhanced prediction model.
Based on the fact that many nodes meanwhile implement TCP timestamp randomization
for each connection, the machine learning model must be able to deal with constant as
well as randomized timestamp offsets.

To achieve the aims of this work, we compile a ground truth host list based on data pro-
vided by the Netherlands Network Operator Group (NLNOG) and Réseaux IP Européens
Network Coordination Centre (RIPE NCC) organizations which were also already used
by Scheitle et al. [108]. The NLNOG RING [94] as well as the RIPE Atlas [105] project
offer Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to query their RING Nodes and Atlas
Anchors, respectively. In order to identify routers on the Internet, we traceroute domains
with IPv4 and IPv6 addresses of the Alexa Top Million [1] and the Cisco Umbrella Top
Million [28] lists. Then, we perform port scanning on discovered routers by sending TCP
Synchronize (SYN) segments and check for any Synchronize Acknowledgment (SYNACK)
response. For the acquisition process, we also employ TCP SYN segments and collect the
SYNACK messages which contain the required TCP timestamps. To exchange routing
information within the same Autonomous System (AS), for example in an Internet Ser-
vice Provider (ISP) network, protocols like Intermediate System to Intermediate System
(IS-IS) or Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), which do not employ any Transport layer
protocol at all, are used. The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is the only one which
uses TCP for information exchange between routers. Nevertheless, many devices have
ports for management and monitoring tasks open which we exploit for collecting TCP
timestamps. Based on the collected timestamp sequences of the ground truth data, we
construct a prediction model with competitive performance regarding prior work. We
reduce acquisition time from hours to minutes by splitting the model into two parts of
which one deals with constant and the other with random timestamp offsets. Finally,
we apply this model to the acquired timestamp data of the network nodes to investigate
their IP Sibling property. Last but not least, we deal with edge cases like for example
SYN cookies which may negatively affect timestamp acquisition.
Remark: We intend to apply the terms host and node as defined in RFC 8200 (Section 2) [36] throughout
this document. However, we utilize the term node most of the time in order to avoid any expression
regarding the behavior of the device concerned. The use case of the designated node should be clearly
given by the corresponding context.

1.1 Motivation

Based on the fact that routers constitute the heart of the connection between several
distinct networks, they are indispensable for the Internet as we know it today. It is not
known whether the majority of (core) routers are using Dual Stack techniques or whether
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Chapter 1 Introduction

they are operating only one of the two IP stacks. Therefore, our main interest concerns
the support of both IP protocols on one and the same physical device.

Prior works, especially Czyz et al. [31], show that strong security policies which are
applied to IPv4 connections are in turn often not identical to IPv6 connections of the
same device. On Dual Stack nodes the security policies for IPv6 are often much weaker
than for IPv4. In other words, if it is not possible for an attacker to gain access to a device
over an IPv4 connection because of strong and correctly applied security policies, it may
be still feasible to access the identical device by communicating over IPv6. Controlling
such a router would allow an attacker to perform malicious actions ranging from Denial
of Service (DoS) or complete Internet outtakes through to BGP hijacking and Man in
the Middle (MitM) attacks. One recent notable malware attack of 2018 or probably even
earlier was discovered by Cisco Talos Intelligence Group and infected more than 500.000
routers [27]. The malware was called VPNFilter and operates mainly on consumer-
grade routers. Therefore, security measures, especially for Dual Stack routers, must be
hardened as much as possible since weak IPv6 security implementations are potential
entry points for controlling the IPv4 network and vice versa. At this point a fast and
reliable detection method for IP Siblings comes into play. Research in the field of IP
Siblings has already been conducted by Berger et al. [10], Beverly et al. [11] and Scheitle
et al. [108] who all solely investigated servers. However, we believe that network devices
apart from servers are becoming more and more attractive to attackers due to the rapid
evolution in the field of the Internet of Things (IoT) where connecting networks plays
an important role.

Knowledge about the IP Sibling property of an IPv4/IPv6 address pair often reveals
attack vectors which were previously hidden or simply not recognized as such. We intend
to help to avoid aforementioned scenarios by actively identifying possible IP Siblings on
public network devices in order to allow related securing actions. Our key motivation
is to raise awareness to network operators on the risks for their Dual Stack network
devices. Additionally, we provide a possibility to identify potential IP Siblings in their
own network which they were perhaps not aware of.

1.2 Objectives

In contrast to related work, we investigate Dual Stack devices which are not end nodes
like conventional web servers for example. In this thesis, our focus is on detecting IP
Siblings on routers and other network devices along paths of different sets of end nodes
which were examined in prior work. More precisely, our purpose is to find out whether
routers along a path are providing Dual Stack technology or whether they exclusively
implement the IPv4 or IPv6 protocol, respectively. Moreover, we aim to significantly
reduce the number of required timestamps and simultaneously achieve comparable quality
concerning IP Sibling detection rates.

3



Chapter 1 Introduction

Therefore, we address the following questions in our work:

⇒ Do routers on paths on the Internet use Dual Stack IP implementations?

⇒ At which location along paths (intermediate or edge) do routers predominantly use
Dual Stack technology?

⇒ Is the routing infrastructure on the Internet for IPv4 the same as for IPv6?

⇒ Is communication negatively impacted (number of hops, geolocation) in any way
by means of routers which solely operate either IPv4 or IPv6?

⇒ Can the timestamp acquisition time be reduced to a practically relevant level by
preserving currently available prediction performance?

By analyzing and answering these questions we make the following contributions:

• We provide a manually validated ground truth host list of NLNOG RING [94] and
RIPE Atlas [105] servers.

• We develop TCP timestamp acquisition strategies for low-runtime applications and
well-secured nodes.

• We analyze, improve and combine prior existing and new IP Sibling detection
methods.

• We investigate routers along paths and identify whether they are using Dual Stack
technology.

• We examine core routers and compare their routing technology with edge routers
in terms of the employed IP version.

• We deliver insights to the present Dual Stack deployment of the Internet’s current
network infrastructure.

1.3 Thesis Outline

This thesis is structured as follows: in Chapter 2, we introduce the essential theory and
provide background information on IP Sibling detection as well as associated network
knowledge. Moreover, at the end of this chapter, we present related work. Following,
Chapter 3 explains the methodology of our work. We discuss how we divide our data sets
and suggest different possibilities to collect TCP timestamps. Additionally, we debate
data acquisition, features used for classification and the decision process itself. In Chapter
4, we evaluate acquired data and discuss results based on conducted investigations.
Finally, we summarize and conclude our thesis in Chapter 5 and discuss future work as
well as potential improvements.
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Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, the theoretical prerequisites and necessary background information build-
ing the fundamentals of this work are introduced. First of all, the assignment of the
deployed protocols according to the layers described in the Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI) reference model [32] as well as in the TCP/IP reference model [18, 19] is illustrated
in Section 2.1. According to the OSI reference model, the basics of IP data transmission
are demonstrated in Section 2.2. Related thereto, the packet encapsulation and decap-
sulation steps performed at each network node are described. To understand the node
discovery and timestamp acquisition mechanisms later, information about the in Section
2.3 introduced protocols is provided. The Network Layer protocols IPv4 and IPv6 which
enable global addressing of packets are discussed. Next, the control message protocols
which represent the valuable responses of the node discovery procedure are shown. For
this, the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) and the Internet Control Message
Protocol version 6 (ICMPv6) are used in combination with IPv4 and IPv6, respectively.
Furthermore, basic concepts of the Transport Layer protocol TCP are explained. This
protocol constitutes an essential part in the work because it is responsible for port detec-
tion, timestamp acquisition and nearly any additional and/or necessary communication
with respect to this thesis. The last protocol described is Secure Shell (SSH) and is
located above the IP (v4 or v6) and TCP layers in the reference models. SSH offers
many features but in this context the focus is laid on the key scan capability which is
especially suitable for this work. Devices in distinct networks can only communicate with
each other if those two networks are connected by (at least one) routers. Since, routing
is a vital part for the operation of the public Internet, basic concepts are illustrated in
Section 2.4. An overview how data is exchanged between different networks and how the
global routing process is organized on the Internet is given. In Section 2.5, commonly
used tracerouting methods to identify hops along a path to a specific target are briefly
described. Moreover, in Section 2.6, the evolution of the term IP Sibling in relation to
previous work is discussed and the technical properties of an IP Sibling node are ex-
plained. Finally, Section 2.7 discusses related work in the fields of Network Performance,
Network Security and IP Sibling Detection.
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Chapter 2 Background

2.1 The OSI and TCP/IP Reference Models

Basically, all protocols can be assigned to distinct layers which are described in defined
standards of two generally recognized reference models. First, the more theoretical model,
which was introduced by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), is
the OSI reference model [32]. The second one, which is assumed to be more essential for
today’s Internet, is the TCP/IP reference model [18, 19]. This model is more generally
also denoted as Internet Protocol Suite. Both are sectioned into layers whereby the OSI
model consists of seven layers and the TCP/IP model of four. Figure 2.1 illustrates the
layers and the differences of both models.

Figure 2.1: The OSI and the TCP/IP Reference Model

The two lower most layers, Physical and Data Link layers, in the OSI model are rep-
resented by the Link layer in the TCP/IP model. There, protocols like the Address
Resolution Protocol (ARP) and the Neighbor Discovery Protocol (NDP) perform their
tasks. These protocols are responsible for local physical addressing. At the Network
or Internet layer logical and worldwide unique addresses are used to transmit packets
to a desired node within a specific network. This is the main task of IPv4 and IPv6.
For data transmission between nodes both models use the Transport layer. There exist
several protocols, which are assigned to this layer, including TCP and the User Datagram
Protocol (UDP). The OSI model’s three upper most layers (Session, Presentation and
Application) correspond to the TCP/IP model’s Application layer. Protocols like SSH,
BGP or the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and its encrypted version Hyper Text
Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) operate at this segment. As mentioned earlier, it
can be assumed that the TCP/IP model matches the current operational state of the
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Chapter 2 Background

Internet more precisely than the OSI model. This means that many protocols perform
tasks which are not assigned to their usual operational layer. For example, HTTPS is an
Application layer protocol, but it also implements authentication principles, though they
are usually assigned to the Session layer. Despite this fact, this work employs the OSI
model since it enables a more detailed representation of the data transmission process.

2.2 Packet Transmission and Data Encapsulation
Principles

When a packet is transmitted over the Internet it traverses several states of encapsulation
and decapsulation on each network node involved. Any instance of an arbitrary protocol
has its own header to provide necessary meta data like for example a destination address
for correct packet routing and delivery or a checksum to ensure data integrity.

Figure 2.2: Packet Transmission - Encapsulation and Decapsulation Process

Figure 2.2 shows the schematic packet transmission between two nodes C and S over a
router R. Assuming, a packet is part of an already established TCP connection where
an HTTP GET request is sent to a web server. The HTTP request data (payload)
corresponds to the User Data in the figure. Since HTTP is able to take over the role of
all three layers in the uppermost part of the OSI model, encapsulation starts with the
Transport layer. Hence, the application payload is encapsulated into a TCP segment.
Next, this TCP segment is packed into an IP datagram. This resulting IP datagram is
embedded into an Ethernet frame and is then ready for transmission over the physical
network interface.

7



Chapter 2 Background

Most of the time, the communicating nodes do not reside on the same network. Therefore,
packets cross several routers which connect distinct networks. A router must decide which
outgoing interface to use in order to route a packet in the most efficient way possible to
its destination. In Figure 2.2 router R receives the previously mentioned HTTP GET
request packet from node C at interface A. The packet is decapsulated until the router
can determine the destination address which is available at the Network layer within
the IP datagram. After extracting the necessary information, the packet is reassembled
and is thus ready again for transmission over the physical data connection. Based on
the collected IP address and the related decision for the most efficient route, the router
sends the packet through interface X to its destination node S.

Finally, Figure 2.2 also shows the receiving case. The target node unpacks the captured
packet starting from the Link layer up to the Application layer and is now able to interpret
the data submitted. Steps taken for the packet’s decapsulation process are identical to
the encapsulation procedure but the order is reversed. The received and decapsulated
User Data is now ready for further usage in an application running on node S.

2.3 Protocols

In this section, the basics and application of protocols used throughout this work are
explained. The presented protocols are sorted in ascending order starting at the physical
level by their occurrence in the OSI as well as in the TCP/IP reference model.

2.3.1 Internet Protocol - IP

The Internet Protocol is the fundamental operational factor for any kind of communication
in IP-based networks. Nearly 40 years passed since the introduction of the Internet
Protocol version 4 in the year 1980 [97]. Only one year later, the last standard of IPv4,
which is still valid today, was published [99]. Due to the IPv4 address exhaustion, the next
generation of the IP protocol, namely IPv6, was presented in 1995 [35]. Consequently,
the IPv6 protocol is also already nearly 25 years old but was most recently updated in
2017 [36]. IPv6 is not just an extension to IPv4 but a totally new implementation of
the IP protocol. Therefore, there are several differences, improvements and new features
which are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Remark: In this work, we employ the term IP if explanations are valid for both protocol versions.
However, if we deal with a specific version of IP, we clearly indicate this by appending the respective
suffix (v4 or v6) to the IP term.
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IPv4 Header

As a starting point, Figure 2.3 shows the IPv4 protocol header. This figure demonstrates
all header fields, bit offsets and their corresponding sizes.

Figure 2.3: Internet Protocol Header for version 4

Version Version of the protocol (always 4)

IHL Internet Header Length Size of the IPv4 header measured in
units of 4 octets

Type of Service Service based data traffic management and congestion control

Total Length Entire packet size in octets

Identification Identifier for fragment reassembly

Flags Bit 0: Reserved; Bit 1: Don’t fragment; Bit 2: More fragments

Fragment Offset Position in datagram measured in units of 8 octets

Time to Live Number of hops allowed to pass until discard

Protocol Next layer protocol identifier

Header Checksum Checksum concerning the header only

Source Address Node from which the packet was sent

9
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Destination Address Node to which the packet should be delivered

Options Variable number of options

Padding Padding for possibly present options

IPv6 Header

In the same way like previously for the IPv4 header, Figure 2.4 shows the available fields,
offsets and sizes for the IPv6 header.

Figure 2.4: Internet Protocol Header for version 6

Version Version of the protocol (always 6)

Traffic Class Service based data traffic management and congestion control

Flow Label Single flow packet sequence labeling

Payload Length Payload length in octets including any extension headers

Next Header Next header identifier including any extension headers

Hop Limit Number of hops allowed until the packet is discarded

Source Address Node from which the packet was sent

Destination Address Node to which the packet should be delivered

10
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IPv4 and IPv6 Structure

As already mentioned, IPv6 was completely reimplemented and provides thus a new
header structure as well as therein contained header fields. The minimum link Maximum
Transmission Unit (MTU) of IPv6 (1280 octets [36]) is more than twice as big as the one
of IPv4 (576 octets [99]). Additionally, the checksum calculation in the IPv6 header was
removed and the Pseudo Header, which is used for upper-layer checksum calculations,
adapted to the new address length [36].

IPv4 and IPv6 Header Sizes As shown in Figure 2.3, the IPv4 header may vary
in size because of possible options. The minimum size of the IPv4 header is tied to
the number of mandatory fields, while the maximum length is restricted by the 4 bit
wide Internet Header Length (IHL) field. All required field sizes result in a length of
20 bytes. The IHL field uses a measurement unit of 4 bytes which means that the IHL
value multiplied by 4 yields the actual size of the header in octets (bytes). Consequently,
in a valid IPv4 header the IHL field can only hold values between 5 and 15 (4 high bits
correspond to the value 15). Thus, the maximum available IPv4 header size can be
calculated by multiplying the highest possible IHL field value (15) with 4 bytes which
yields 60 bytes. Additionally, the size of the option data is padded up to a multiple of 4
bytes in order to meet the requirements of the IHL field. In contrast, the IPv6 header is
way less complex and has a fixed size of 40 bytes which is pointed out in Figure 2.4.

IPv4 and IPv6 Header Fields IPv4 and IPv6 header fields that are common in both
versions are compared. Fields, which are not present in the other respective protocol
version, are mentioned depending on the order of their occurrence.

Version The first one, which is the Version field, is in both headers required and holds
the value 4 or 6, respectively.

Internet Header Length As explained in the previous paragraph, the IHL field is used
to calculate the header size and is only necessary in the IPv4 header.

Type of Service / Traffic Class The next IPv4 header field is Type of Service
which corresponds to the IPv6 header field Traffic Class. The IPv6 standard explicitly
states that the current use of this field is specified in [7] and [48]. These RFCs also
update the Type of Service field of the IPv4 standard [99].

Flow Label In the IPv6 header, the Flow Label is provided to label IP datagrams which
belong to a specific sequence of packets (packet flow) and are exchanged between the
same source and destination node [3]. A flow is uniquely identified by its source and
destination address as well as by the Flow Label value. Routers must handle packets,
which belong to the same flow, in an identical way, for example when using Equal-Cost
Multi-Path (ECMP) routing techniques (see Section 2.4) [2]. IPv4 does not provide a
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Flow Label itself, but work is in progress to add a Flow Label option header for full
interoperability with IPv6 concerning protocol translation [42].

Total Length / Payload Length IPv4 as well as IPv6 define fields which deal with
sizes of the packet or payload, respectively. An important difference is that the IPv4
field Total Length includes the header size as well as the payload length, whereas
the IPv6 field Payload Length only relate to the actual payload data which may also
include extension headers. Both header fields use one byte as measurement unit.

Identification, Flags, Fragment Offset Fragmentation in IPv4 is managed by
using the Identification, Flags and Fragment Offset header fields which are capable of
determining and reassembling fragments of a split IP datagram. IPv4 packets belonging
to one and the same IP datagram are recognized by holding the same value in the
Identification field. However, there exists an update concerning the IPv4 Identification
field which states that the field should only be set if fragmentation is actually performed
[115]. In all IPv4 packets of the same datagram, the third bit (More Fragments or
MF bit) of the Flags header field is set (bits ordered from most to least significant).
Though, the last packet of a fragmented IP datagram is characterized by a cleared
MF bit. To explicitly forbid fragmentation, the second bit (Don’t Fragment or DF bit)
of the Flags field can be set. In turn, this results in packet drops if the IP datagram
can not be sent without being fragmented. The first bit, which was later named the
“Evil Bit” [8], is still reserved and must be cleared according to the IPv4 standard [99].
The Fragment Offset field holds the offset relative to the initial IP datagram in 8 byte
units and is used to reassemble received packets in the correct order. Opposed to IPv4,
the IPv6 standard defines an extension header for fragmentation in Section 4.5 [36].
Therefore, the IPv6 header itself neither has an own Identification field, a Fragment
Offset field nor associated Flags. Though, the IPv6 extension header (Fragmentation
Header) uses the same fields (except the removed DF bit) with the same characteristics
as already explained above.

Time To Live / Hop Limit Packets, which are undeliverable for whatever reasons,
must be dropped after a defined number of hops to eliminate endless cycling between
nodes in networks and thus to prevent wastage of bandwidth or a possible DoS state
caused by network overload. IPv4 ensures this requirement by providing the Time to
Live header field. Corresponding to that, IPv6 implements the Hop Limit field in its
header. Every network node, which processes an IP packet, must decrease the Time to
Live or Hop Limit value by one. However, the IPv4 standard states that the Time to
Live field is basically measured in seconds and should at least be decremented by one
even if processing takes less than a second. In practice, using seconds as unit is not
suitable anymore. Since, IP packets can be processed on multiple nodes in less than
one second, the Time to Live value also gets decremented multiple times each second.
Consequently, the number of maybe repeatedly visited nodes, which are permitted to
forward a specific IP packet, is limited to a value of 255 which corresponds to the size
(1 byte) of the Time to Live and Hop Limit fields, respectively.
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Protocol / Next Header For further packet processing it is necessary to identify the
header which immediately follows the IP header. IPv4 defines the Protocol field for
this purpose. Corresponding to that, IPv6 uses a field named Next Header which
is situated before the Hop Limit field. In the case of IPv4, this field only specifies
the encapsulated protocol which is used in the Transport Layer. Additionally to the
Transport Layer referral, the Next Header field of IPv6 is also capable of pointing to
extension headers like for example the Fragmentation Header. Each extension header
in IPv6 carries a Next Header field in order to identify the immediately following
header. Values which may be assigned to the Protocol field as well as the Next Header
field are defined in a document published by IANA [66]. This document also includes
the extension header numbers specifically for IPv6.

Header Checksum In IPv4, data integrity is provided by the Header Checksum field.
Since all header fields (the checksum field is set to zero) are part of the checksum, it is
necessary to adapt this field during transmission. Therefore, IPv4 requires calculations
at each hop which may cause data traffic delay. The necessary steps for checksum
calculation are explained in Algorithm 2.1 in the last part of this section. After
decrementing the Time to Live value the checksum is calculated and written to the
Header Checksum field. Finally, the packet is ready for further transmission. In
contrast to IPv4, the IPv6 header does not implement data integrity at all.

Source Address / Destination Address Two essential parts for data transmission
in IP networks are the delivery addresses. Both protocol versions use a Source Address
as well as a Destination Address whereby the only difference is the address length.
IPv4 addresses use 32 bit whereas IPv6 addresses use 128 bit. Thus, IPv6 is capable
of a much bigger address space than IPv4.

Options The last but one header field, which is only available in IPv4, is the Options
field whereby an IPv4 packet can carry none or multiple options. Two distinct option
cases are defined in the IPv4 standard [99]. The first option format consists of one
single octet which holds the option type. The second option format represents an
option type and an option length octet as well as the actual option data octets itself.
IANA maintains a document concerning available IPv4 parameters which also lists all
possible option numbers [64].

Padding Finally, in relation with the IPv4 Options header field, the Padding header
field ensures that the header size is divisible by 4 octets. The Padding field is filled
up with zeros.

Addressing Architecture One of the core responsibilities of the IP protocol is global
addressing. The overall usage of IPv6 increases due to IPv4 address space exhaustion
[69]. For example, Google maintains statistics where native IPv6 connections of their
users are measured [55].
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IPv4 addresses have a size of 32 bits which corresponds to 4 bytes. They are written as
decimal numbers and represented as four octets which are separated by dots, for example
192.0.2.42. In contrast, IPv6 addresses are 128 bits in size which is 16 bytes. These
addresses are composed by parts of 2 octets each, which are separated by colons. Since
representing IPv6 addresses in decimal notation would be cumbersome, they are written
in hexadecimal notation, for example 2001:db8::1337:42.

In the early years of the Internet, the IPv4 standard introduced the classful addressing
scheme [99]. This architecture sections the IPv4 address space into three network classes,
namely Class A, Class B and Class C. The classes are aligned to each octet boundary
of the IPv4 address structure. Class A networks use the first most significant octet for
network identification, Class B uses the first and the second octet and Class C uses the
first, second and third most significant octet as network prefix. The remaining octets
of each class are used as node identifier. Later, Class D and Class E networks were
introduced whereby the current still valid standard was published in 1989 [33]. Unlike
previous mentioned network classes, those two do not use designated network prefixes.
Instead, the identification of those networks is solely based on the four most significant
bits. Table 2.1 gives an overview concerning the assignments of most significant bits to
the corresponding network classes whereby the CIDR column is part of the currently
applied addressing architecture which will be explained in the following paragraph.

Network Class Bit Representation Network Bits CIDR
Class A 0 nnnnnnn.H.H.H 8 /8

Class B 10 nnnnnn.N.H.H 16 /16

Class C 110 nnnnn.N.N.H 24 /24

Class D 1110 uuuu.U.U.U undefined undefined
Class E 1111 uuuu.U.U.U undefined undefined

n / N . . . Network Bit/Octet H . . . Node Octet u / U . . . Undefined Bit/Octet

Table 2.1: Classful IP Network Architecture and corresponding CIDR Notation

Major disadvantages of this addressing scheme are scalability problems including IPv4
address exhaustion and limited routing capabilities which were already identified in 1993
[58]. To overcome these issues, Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) was introduced
[50]. CIDR also proposed the new prefix notation of network masks to determine network
numbers. The prefix notation consists of a conventional IPv4 or IPv6 address followed by
a slash (“/”) and a number of bits which are significant for the network mask, for example
192.168.0.0/24 or fc00::/7. The number of significant bits for such a network prefix
is limited by the address length which means IPv4 can use up to 32 bits whereas IPv6
network masks may have lengths up to 128 bits. Additionally, CIDR network masks can
be specified by using only the slash character followed by the corresponding number of
most significant network bits as shown in the last column of Table 2.1. Today, neither
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IPv4 nor IPv6 are restricted to apply classful addressing architectures. Instead, the
CIDR architecture, which is capable of a more fine grained distribution and assignment
of IP address pools, is employed. For more details on bit level, Figure 2.5 illustrates the
network prefix determining as well as the specification of network and node part based
on two examples.

Figure 2.5: IP Address Network Prefix Architecture

The network part of an IP address is crucial for packet delivery. Routers identify the
outgoing interface for a packet to forward by looking up the network prefix (see Section
2.4). Additionally, such network nodes are responsible not only for packet delivery but
also for tasks depending on the address type of the packet received. Basically, four types
of addresses can be identified:

Unicast Multicast Broadcast Anycast

Unicast Communication of unicast address type nodes are performed between a single
sender and a single receiver. Thus, two network nodes exchange information in a
one-to-one relationship. IPv4 does not explicitly define an address prefix for unicast
addresses. Though, based on the IANA IPv4 Address Space Registry it is possible to
determine /8 prefixes assigned to RIRs which may be classified as unicast addresses [60].
For IPv6, IANA currently defines Global Unicast addresses with the prefix 2000::/3
which means that all available unicast addresses start with a leading digit of 2 or 3 in
hexadecimal notation for now [65].
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Multicast Multicasting is available in IPv4 [33] and IPv6 [37]. The multicast principle
enables communication from a single sender to a specific group of receivers. Hence, IP
multicast implements a one-to-many relationship. Multicasting uses group subscrip-
tions to identify nodes which are registered to receive corresponding data. In IPv4,
the Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) is responsible for the organization
of group memberships of network nodes. In IPv6, the Multicast Listener Discovery
(MLD), which is an essential part of ICMPv6, manages multicast group memberships.
One typical example for a multicast application is IP television. The service provider
distributes the corresponding data to customers subscribed to the channel. Multicast
addresses are required to reside in the IPv4 range 224.0.0.0/4 and the IPv6 range
ff00::/8. Several multicast addresses are predefined for special purposes, for example
the “all-hosts” group in IPv4 (224.0.0.1) [33] or the “All Nodes Addresses” in IPv6
(ff01::1 for Interface-Local scope and ff02::1 for Link-Local scope) [37].

Broadcast The function of this address type is to send identical data to each network
node attached. This communication type is denoted as one-to-all relation. IPv4
broadcasting in presence of subnets is defined in [92]. Basically, broadcasting is
only available in IPv4. Though, IPv6 is capable to achieve similar results by using
multicast. Thereby, data packets are transmitted to a multicast group, which was
specifically established for this purpose, in which every network node is a member.
This technique is more efficient than simple broadcasting because network nodes do not
have to mandatorily register at such designated multicast groups if receiving broadcast
packets is not essential for their operation. Additionally, there are predefined multicast
addresses in the IPv6 addressing architecture which must not be used for own groups
and provide similar functions like IPv4’s broadcasting [37].

Anycast In contrast to broadcasting, anycast is clearly defined for IPv6 [37] but can
be implemented in IPv4 as well [91]. An anycast address is syntactically equal to a
unicast address. The only difference between a unicast and an anycast address is that
one and the same unicast address is assigned to multiple nodes on the Internet whereby
this unicast address is turned into an anycast address. For a reasonable application,
the anycast nodes should be distributed across geographically appropriate distances
(distinct continents for example) to ensure that data of a session will always be routed
to the same logically closest destination node. Hence, purposes of anycast are speeding
up communication based on short transmission paths, implementing load balancing as
well as redundancy and consequently the reduction of latency and data traffic across
the Internet. Moreover, malicious data traffic, which originates from multiple sources
spread over the world, as used in Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks for
example, is routed in the same way as common traffic and is thus distributed across all
anycast nodes operating at distinct geographical locations. This automatically reduces
the attack vector of each anycast server and enables identification of attack sources
more easily.

The distinction of address types also plays a decisive role in the routing process on
the Internet (see Section 2.4). Depending on the address type, routing decisions for
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packet forwarding based on shortest path (Unicast), selective links (Multicast) or all
links (Broadcast) are made.

Special-Purpose IP Addresses Besides global addressing, IP provides several ad-
dress ranges which are reserved as Special-Purpose Addresses. Table 2.2 shows excerpts
of these addresses for IPv4 and IPv6 as defined in [37, 61, 65, 88]. The 6to4 transi-
tion mechanisms in conjunction with the corresponding prefixes are deprecated by now
[116].

Purpose IPv4 Ranges IPv6 Ranges
Loopback 127.0.0.0/8 ::1/128

Link-Local 169.254.0.0/16 fe80::/10

Private-Use / Unique-Local
10.0.0.0/8

172.16.0.0/12
192.168.0.0/16

fc00::/7

Multicast 224.0.0.0/4 ff00::/8

Shared Address Space 100.64.0.0/10

“This host on this network” 0.0.0.0/8

Unspecified Address ::/128

IETF Protocol Assignments 192.0.0.0/24 2001::/23

Service Continuity Prefix (DS-Lite) 192.0.0.0/29

Documentation 2001:db8::/32
Documentation (TEST-NET-1) 192.0.2.0/24
Documentation (TEST-NET-2) 198.51.100.0/24
Documentation (TEST-NET-3) 203.0.113.0/24

Benchmarking 198.18.0.0/15 2001:2::/48

Limited Broadcast 255.255.255.255/32

IPv4-IPv6 Translation 64:ff9b::/96

IPv4-mapped Address ::ffff:0:0/96

Discard-Only Address Block 100::/64

TEREDO 2001::/32

ORCHIDv2 2001:20::/28

Table 2.2: Special-Purpose Addresses [37, 61, 65, 88]

Upper-Layer Checksum Calculation Protocols which are embedded in IP data-
grams are usually affected by checksum calculations. The calculation algorithms slightly
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differ depending on the underlying IP version. However, both IP versions employ in
combination with designated protocols a so called Pseudo Header for the checksum com-
putation task. Figure 2.6 shows the IPv4 Pseudo Header and Figure 2.7 illustrates the
Pseudo Header of IPv6.

Figure 2.6: IPv4 Pseudo Header

Figure 2.7: IPv6 Pseudo Header

For calculation, the Pseudo Header fields are populated with the values of the underlying
IP datagram. An exception thereto, is the Next Header field of the IPv6 header because
this value may differ from the one which must be used in the Pseudo Header. This may
be due to the fact that the Next Header field does not directly refer to the encapsulated
protocol but to an Extension Header which is situated before the actual Protocol Data
Unit (PDU) for which the checksum should be calculated. However, the Protocol and
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Next Header fields in the Pseudo Headers must declare the protocol type for which the
checksum will be calculated. The Upper-Layer Packet Length field holds the full length
of the upper PDU, which includes header and payload. The Zero fields are responsible
for padding.

IPv6 transmissions use the Pseudo Header for checksum calculations when the ICMPv6,
TCP or UDP protocols are involved. Whereby in IPv4 transmissions, the Pseudo Header
is only used in conjunction with TCP and UDP checksum calculations. The data, which
is employed in the calculation, consists of the IP Pseudo Header and the PDU. In this
work this data composition is called a Pseudo Packet. The Checksum field itself is set
to zero during computation.

The basic algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 2.1 and noted in the underlying document
in more detail [20].

Input: pseudo_packet, pseudo_packet_length
Output: checksum

1: checksum← 0
2: data_index← 0
3: length← pseudo_packet_length
4: // Sum up all 16 bit values of the Pseudo Packet
5: while length > 0 do
6: checksum← checksum + SHORT_INT(pseudo_packet[data_index])
7: data_index← data_index+ 2
8: length← length− 2
9: end while

10: // Handle carry octets
11: while RSHIFT(checksum, 16) > 0 do
12: checksum← SHORT_INT(checksum) + RSHIFT(checksum, 16)
13: end while

Algorithm 2.1: Upper-Layer Checksum Calculation

Additional details on respective checksum calculations are provided in the according
protocol standards [36, 56, 98, 99, 100, 101]. Moreover, the informational paper on the
general computation techniques of the Internet checksum was already published in 1988
[20].
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2.3.2 Internet Control Message Protocol - ICMP

The main task of the IP protocol is to manage packet delivery across interconnected
networks like the Internet. If this is for any reason not possible, the ICMP [98] and
ICMPv6 [56] protocols come into play. These protocols are responsible to inform the
sender about delivery failures or any other faulty behaviors by returning error messages.
Moreover, status messages, like for example the heavily used echo request and echo reply
messages, are provided by the ICMP protocols as well as vital operational messages used
in combination with Path Maximum Transmission Unit (PMTU). ICMP is for both IP
versions an indispensable part to ensure flawless operation and therefore should (IPv4)
or must (IPv6) be implemented wherever IP networks are in use.
Remark: In this work, if we only employ the term ICMP we refer to both versions, whereas in practice
ICMP corresponds to the IPv4 protocol and ICMPv6 to the IPv6 protocol, though. However, if we deal
with a specific version of ICMP, we clearly indicate this by appending the respective suffix (v4 or v6) to
the ICMP term.

Operators assume that ICMP is a security threat to their networks since it might expose
information about their infrastructure. Therefore, it is common, especially for IPv4, to
disable ICMP. This means in practice, that IPv4 still works but the network performance
may suffer because of unavailable optimization of TCP connections (see 2.3.3). In terms
of IPv6, switching off ICMPv6 completely disables IPv6 because, to name just one
example, fragmentation is only possible at source nodes [36]. Consequently, ICMPv6,
which is responsible to carry out PMTU, is an absolutely essential part for successful
IPv6 operation.

It is not always clear to which layer in the OSI and TCP/IP reference models a protocol
can be assigned since they are merely models. There are protocols which apparently
operate on lower or upper layers because of their encapsulation level whereby their
functionalities are solely focused to provide additional support for lower or upper level
protocols, respectively. ICMP, as the currently handled protocol, is encapsulated in IP
packets so that one could think it is an Layer 4 (Transport) protocol but it is responsible
for status or error messaging at Layer 3 (Network). Additionally, the ICMPv6 protocol
suite also contains for example the NDP protocol which represents the IPv6 counterpart
to IPv4’s ARP protocol. NDP and ARP operate at Layer 2 (Data Link) by resolving
IP addresses of physically connected Ethernet links in a local network. In this work we,
independently of prior information, lay down that both ICMP protocols reside on the
third Layer in the OSI model because their main purpose is to support the IP protocols.

ICMP Structure

As previously mentioned, ICMP is encapsulated in IP and uses two distinct protocol
numbers depending on the IP version. The protocol number for IPv4’s Protocol header
field is 1 and for the Next Header field in IPv6 is 58 [66]. The ICMP header is in both
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IP versions at least for the first four octets identical and always present. Figure 2.8
illustrates the basic ICMP header.

Figure 2.8: Internet Control Message Protocol Header version 4 and 6

ICMP Header Fields Following, the few major header fields of ICMP are discussed.

Type The Type field identifies the type of the message and determines the format of the
remaining message data [56, 98].

Code The Code field depends on the Type field’s value whereby different sets of valid
codes according to the type are available.

Checksum Like the IPv4 header, both ICMP protocols provide a Checksum field to
ensure data integrity. In contrast to the IPv4 checksum, where only the header itself is
summed up, the whole ICMP message is used for calculation. Moreover, the ICMPv6
checksum calculation components differ in a way that the IPv6 Pseudo Header, which
is based on the encapsulating IPv6 datagram, is part of the checksum data [56]. The
Pseudo Header structure and checksum calculation is explained along with the IP
protocol in Section 2.3.1.

Message Body Depending on the Type and Code values of the ICMP message, the
Message Body field is adapted and thus variable in size. Only the first four octets of
the message body are, based on the message type, reserved for special use and thus
required in each message.

ICMP Messages In the ICMPv6 specification the available messages are sectioned
into error messages and informational messages [56]. Since ICMPv6 messages are similar
to ICMPv4 messages, this scheme is adopted for both ICMP versions as follows.
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Error Messages: Informational Messages:
Destination Unreachable Echo Request
Packet Too Big (IPv6 only) Echo Reply
Time Exceeded Redirect (IPv6 in NDP)
Parameter Problem Timestamp (IPv4 only)

Timestamp Reply (IPv4 only)

Originally introduced messages like the Source Quench, Information Request and In-
formation Response messages in ICMPv4 are now formally deprecated [51, 54]. The
Redirect message is an explicit part of the ICMPv4 specification [98] while for IPv6
networks this message is defined in the NDP protocol [110] which corresponds to parts
of IPv4’s ARP protocol [96] as well as to the ICMPv4 Router Discovery Messages [34].
While the Packet Too Big message is only available and necessary in ICMPv6 (no frag-
mentation at intermediate nodes), the Timestamp and Timestamp Reply messages are
solely part of ICMPv4.

This work heavily relies on the Time Exceeded ICMP message which is an integral part
of the tracerouting process (see 2.5). The Time Exceeded message may (ICMPv4) [98] or
must (ICMPv6) [56] be sent if a packet processing node receives an IP datagram where
the Time To Live or Hop Limit field is zero or gets decremented to zero.

One might believe that the Timestamp message types would completely fulfill the needs
for this work, but in practice, these types may not be implemented at all. This results
from the fact that the Requirements for Internet Hosts document (RFC1122) of the IETF
states that these types do not necessarily have to be implemented [19]. Hence, there
is no commitment to implement the Timestamp messages along with the IPv4 network
stack. If they are implemented in the used IPv4 network stack, it is common practice
for network administrators to block or disable those ICMPv4 message types because of
security reasons. Moreover, these two message types are only available in ICMPv4 and
thus not suited for this work.

ICMP Types and Codes

As previously mentioned, the listed ICMP messages are sectioned by type and code
values. These predefined values are different in the ICMPv4 and ICMPv6 protocols
and maintained by IANA [62, 63]. Table 2.3 summarizes some of the most frequently
used messages with their corresponding type and code values for ICMPv4 as well as for
ICMPv6.

In the event that a node receives an ICMP Error Message it is necessary for it to identify
the respective service or the responsible application from which the error causing packet
was sent. ICMP solves this by extending the Message Body shown in Figure 2.8, which
already holds the four octets needed for type specific information, and appends additional
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Message Name
ICMPv4 ICMPv6

Type Code Type Code

Error Messages
Destination Unreachable 3 0 – 15 1 0 – 7

Packet Too Big (IPv6 only) 2 0

Time Exceeded 11 0 – 1 3 0 – 1

Parameter Problem 12 0 – 2 4 0 – 3

Informational Messages
Echo Request 8 0 128 0

Echo Reply 0 0 129 0

Redirect (IPv6 in NDP) 5 0 – 3 137 0

Timestamp (IPv4 only) 13 0

Timestamp Reply (IPv4 only) 14 0

Table 2.3: Frequent ICMP Message Types and available Codes [62, 63]

data which was extracted from the original invoking IP datagram. In ICMPv4 the header
of the causing IPv4 packet and additional 64 bits of data are appended while in ICMPv6
the IPv6 header and as much data as possible is attached up to the size of the IPv6
minimum link MTU of 1280 bytes [56, 98].

Usually, an ICMP Informational Message, like for example an Echo Request message,
is explicitly initiated by an end node. Additionally, there are informational messages
which are not intended for being actively queried by a node, like for example a Redirect
message. Since it is possible to send a large number of informational request messages, it
is necessary to be able to identify the responses accordingly. This identification possibility
heavily depends on the respective message types. For example, the Echo Request and
Echo Reply message types can hold an arbitrary size of user-defined data in their message
body which can be used for identification.

To provide a suitable overview, the main responsibilities of the in Table 2.3 mentioned
ICMP messages are explained [56, 98]. Error message types are implicitly issued and sent
if an error was caused by a faulty operation or process. In contrast, informational message
types in general are solely sent if they were explicitly requested previously, except for
Redirect messages which are sent autonomously.

Error Messages

Destination Unreachable If a certain end node or gateway is for any reason not
reachable, a Destination Unreachable message should be sent to the origin node of
the undeliverable packet. With the available Code values the error can be specified
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more exactly. However, the ICMPv6 standard recommends to disable sending ICMP
Destination Unreachable messages for security reasons.

Packet Too Big Available in ICMPv6 only. This message signals the sender that the
packet must be fragmented because the size of the IP datagram concerned is bigger
than the MTU size of the outgoing link. In other words, without fragmentation, the
packet is too big to be transmitted over the chosen link to the next hop.

Time Exceeded Two codes are available for this error message whereby code 0 points
to packets with expired Time To Live or Hop Limit values, respectively, and code 1
signals a timeout during fragmentation reassembly at a node. Since this error message
can be triggered by setting specific Time To Live or Hop Limit values in a packet, it
is an essential part in traceroute applications to determine hops along a route to a
destination. So, the main purpose of this message is to notify a sender of an expired
IP datagram and to enable the possibility to react accordingly.

Parameter Problem In case an IP datagram can not be processed by a node because of
faulty header or extension header values the packet must be dropped and a Parameter
Problem message should be sent. This message holds a pointer in the first octet or
first four octets, respectively, of the Message Body which indicates the position of the
erroneous parameter.

Informational Messages

Echo Request/Echo Reply The Echo messages are used for diagnostic purposes. Both,
request and reply packets, fill the first four octets of the Message Body whereby the
first two octets act as an Identifier and the last two octets manage a Sequence Number.
Additionally, an arbitrary amount of data may be sent with a request packet which in
turn requires the reply packet to use the identical data.

Redirect If a more efficient route is available the sending node is informed with a Redi-
rect message compiled by the first hop, which usually is a directly linked gateway.
Assuming two gateways G1 and G2 are on the same link with an end node E. Fur-
thermore, G2 is through a further link directly connected to network N. E sends a
packet through its default route, which points to G1, to a node contained in N. G1
correctly recognizes that the next hop for the packet is G2 and forwards the packet
to G2 as usual. Additionally, G1 sends a Redirect message to E in order to inform E
that G2’s distance to X is lower than G1’s distance to X. According to RFC 1122, E
is now required to update its routing information [19].

Timestamp/Timestamp Reply The Timestamp message types only exist in ICMPv4. A
node can request another node’s ICMPv4 timestamp by sending a Timestamp message.
If implemented, the Timestamp Reply consists, besides common header data, of the
timestamp from the initiating message followed by two timestamps of the asked node.
The first timestamp is the receive time of the Timestamp message, the second one
represents the time immediately before the packet was echoed back to the requester.
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2.3.3 Transmission Control Protocol - TCP

The protocols of the Transport layer in the OSI model are classified into connection-
oriented (stateful) and connectionless (stateless) protocols. The two most important
representatives of these operation modes are TCP, which is stateful, and UDP, which
is stateless. TCP was standardized in 1981 and is now nearly 40 years old [100]. Since
then, several updates and extensions were introduced and standardized of which the
TCP Timestamps (TS) option and the TCP Window Scale (WS) option are the most
important for us [16]. Moreover, the IETF maintains a document which addresses all
relevant TCP specifications including modifications and extension which are essential
for implementing TCP [43]. In this work, nearly all of the active measurement and
timestamp acquisition tasks are accomplished by employing TCP.

The TCP standard describes six areas in which TCP manifests its characteristics [100]:

1. Basic Data Transfer

2. Reliability

3. Flow Control

4. Multiplexing

5. Connections

6. Precedence and Security

These stated areas represent the terminology regarding the main purpose of a stateful
communication protocol which is capable of connection establishment, maintenance
during data transmission (for example segment order or error correction) and controlled
connection teardown.

Basic Data Transfer The main responsibility of TCP is the bidirectional transfer of
continuous amounts of data between two nodes. TCP determines the chunk sizes, in
which the data is split, before they are packaged into segments and being sent over
the network.

Reliability Reliability is the most important task of TCP. Data received may be
out of order, duplicated, corrupted or even missing and must be corrected by TCP.
Thereto, the Checksum as well as the Sequence and Acknowledgment numbers in
the TCP header are used. Each octet of the data to be sent can be identified by
the sequence number. The receiver acknowledges the amount of data received by
responding with the corresponding acknowledgment number. If the sender did not
receive an acknowledgment within a defined time frame, the respective segment is
retransmitted. In case the calculated segment checksum does not match the received
one in the header, the segment is discarded and thus not acknowledged which in turn
triggers segment retransmission.

Flow Control TCP implements Flow Control by providing a possibility for the receiver
to control the amount of data to be sent by the sender. The receiver specifies with each
returned acknowledgment message the maximum number of octets processable. Hence,
the sender is only allowed to transmit the amount of data, which was stated in the
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previous acknowledgment, until a new acknowledgment message was received which
resets this number. In other words, the Window header field defines the maximum
amount of data the sender is allowed to transmit until the receiver answers with a
further acknowledgment and hence resets the maximum possible number of octets to
be buffered.

Multiplexing The concept of ports enables multiple processes, which run on one single
node, concurrent access to the TCP communication unit. To identify the communica-
tion channels, ports are assigned to the respective process whereby the combination of
source port, destination port and network source address as well as network destination
address serves as distinctive feature.

Connections In general, a socket represents an end point of a connection, whereby a
socket consists of a port and the node’s network address. Moreover, a connection
consists of a pair of sockets.

Precedence and Security Both characteristics are directly related to flags and options
residing in the IP header. Those flags and options signal TCP to only accept connec-
tions if specific precedence and security properties match for both ends. Otherwise,
the connection must be rejected and dropped.

TCP Structure

Since TCP resides in the Transport layer, it is encapsulated in IP. The assigned Protocol
or Next Header value, respectively, in IP is 6 [66]. The TCP header is variable in size
and can hold several options to improve performance, for example the Window Scale or
Timestamps option. Figure 2.9 illustrates the current TCP header. One may recognize
that the Nonce Sum (NS) bit is missing in this Figure which is related to the fact
that the status of the corresponding document [120] was moved from Experimental to
Historic. Due to the lack of extensive deployment, the experimental Explicit Congestion
Notification (ECN) nonce was thus deprecated and removed in the beginning of 2018
[13].

As already mentioned, TCP employs port numbers to identify different services. The
source and destination port fields in the header are each limited to 2 octets in size. Hence,
available port numbers reside between 0 and 65535 and are divided into three sections
[30]. The first section are the Well Known Ports (or System Ports) in the range of 0 -
1023. Second, the Registered Ports (or User Ports) which are in range 1024 - 49151.
The third and last section is known as Ephemeral Ports (or Dynamic Ports, Private
Ports) and is dedicated to the remaining numbers from 49152 - 65535. The first and
second port range are assigned and maintained by IANA [67]. These port numbers are
intended for specific applications and should not be used for other purposes than stated.
The third port range is used for ephemeral source ports which are employed by the
underlying Operating System (OS) to assign them to requesting processes. This concept
enables a process to initiate multiple TCP connections simultaneously.
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Figure 2.9: Transmission Control Protocol Header

TCP Header Size Similarly to the IPv4 header, the TCP header is variable in size.
The Data Offset field is comparable to the Internet Header Length (IHL) field in the
IPv4 header (see Section 2.3.1). Besides the offset where the carried data starts, the
Data Offset field declares the size of the TCP header. This size is again measured in
units of 4 octets. Since this field is only 4 bits wide and the mandatory header fields
consume 20 octets, the available values are the same as in the IPv4’s IHL field and thus
are also in range of 5 and 15. Multiplied by four octets, this results in a minimum size
of 20 octets and a maximum size of 60 octets. So, the maximum size of options a TCP
segment is able to hold is 40 octets including padding.

TCP Header Fields The TCP header consists of ten different mandatory fields which
sum up to 20 octets in size.

Source Port The Source Port constitutes an end point component and enables the OS
to assign a particular TCP connection to the respective process. The Source Port field
uses two octets.

Destination Port Like the Source Port, the Destination Port also constitutes an end
point component but specifies which service on a remote machine should be addressed.
Again, like the Source Port, the Destination Port field uses two octets.

Sequence Number The Sequence Number enables numbering of TCP segments and
increases by the number of octets transmitted so far. Connection initialization, SYN
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flag, and tear down, Finish (FIN) flag, consume one sequence number each. The
Sequence Number field depletes four octets of the header and is thus 32 bits long.

Acknowledgment Number This field is only valid with the Acknowledgment (ACK) flag
set. The Acknowledgment Number field holds the number of the next expected octet
(number octets received + 1) and thereby also acknowledges the number of octets
received so far. For this field, four octets are used.

Data Offset The Data Offset field is compiled by four bits. It points to the start of
the payload in units of four octets and hence also reveals the actual size of the TCP
header.

Reserved Four bits remain for future use which are thus reserved.

Flags The Flags field holds eight bits. Six of the eight bits are part of the initial TCP
standard [100] whereby the remaining two bits were later introduced simultaneously
with IP for the ECN feature [48]. One more experimental bit was added after the two
original ECN bits [120] but having said that it was already removed again [13]. The
Urgent (URG) bit sets the Urgent Pointer field and the ACK bit sets the Acknowl-
edgment Number field in the header to valid. With the Push (PSH) flag set the data
is sent immediately and will not be buffered which would be necessary for a more
efficient transmission. The Reset (RST), SYN and FIN flags are used for connection
reset, initialization and tear down, respectively.

Window The Window field indicates the amount of data measured in octets the sender
is allowed to transmit without receiving any further acknowledgment of the recipient.
Since this two octet sized field is restricted to a maximum value of 216 the WS option
adds a scale factor for the Window field [16].

Checksum Error correction of TCP segments is based on the Checksum field. As already
mentioned in previous sections, the TCP checksum calculation also makes use of the
IP Pseudo Header and the algorithm explained in Section 2.3.1.

Urgent Pointer If the URG bit is set, the value in the Urgent Pointer field is treated
as valid. This field is two octets wide and holds a positive number which represents
an offset to the current segment’s sequence number and points to the first octet after
the as urgent marked data. Such segments must be transmitted as soon as possible
by the underlying TCP stack to the designated recipient.

Options The Options field is variable in size and may be up to 40 octets long. Each
option must be a multiple of eight bits (one octet). The initial TCP standard defines
three options only of which two are control mechanisms for the option list (End of
Option List and No-Operation). The third is the Maximum Segment Size (MSS) which
declares the maximum size of the TCP segment that can be received by the sender.
Later, further options were introduced to improve performance and security.

Padding The Padding field is composed of zeros and is responsible for the size of the
TCP segment to be a multiple of four octets.
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TCP Extensions and Options Since TCP is an important transport protocols it
is steadily improved and extended by new options. Except for the End of Option List
and No-Operation kinds which only consist of a single octet, every option employs a
kind octet and a length octet as well as additional octets depending on the kind. The
length octet represents the number of octets of the option including kind and length
octets. A documentation of available option kinds is maintained by IANA [68]. The
most frequently implemented TCP extensions and options are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

Maximum Segment Size This option was one of the initial three and was already in-
troduced in conjunction with the original TCP standard in 1981 [100]. In addition
to the kind and length octets, the MSS option uses two octets for the actual value
which results in a length of four octets in total. The MSS option is an essential part of
TCP and should be sent at each connection initialization according to [19]. After the
negotiation at connection establishment, the MSS value is used for the entire current
communication session. Before the release of a clarification, there had apparently been
misunderstandings related to the most efficient value to choose for the MSS option
[15]. In this explanation, the value to be used as well as its basic calculation is defined
where the fixed IP and TCP header sizes are subtracted from the effective MTU. In
IPv4, the recommended value is 536 octets and results from the minimum link MTU
of 576 minus the 20 octets of the fixed IPv4 header minus the 20 octets of the fixed
TCP header. For IPv6, this value is 1220 octets whereby the minimum link MTU of
1280 minus 40 octets for the fixed IPv6 header and again minus the 20 octets of the
fixed TCP header. The aim of the designated values is to prevent IP datagrams from
being fragmented. Sender and receiver know that the MSS value is calculated based
on fixed header sizes but the IPv4 and TCP options are variable though. Hence, it is
definite that the currently sending party is responsible to decrease the payload size by
the length of the present options to ensure that no fragmentation takes place [15].

Window Scale Since the Window header field only consists of two octets, the maximum
possible size of the sliding window is limited to 216 octets. However, modern com-
munication networks provide enormous bandwidths which TCP could not efficiently
use without proper flow control. At this point the WS option comes into play [16].
With the WS option enabled, TCP is capable of handling window sizes of up to 1GiB.
TCP achieves this by providing the three octet wide WS option of which one octet
represents the shift count acting as a multiplier. Thus, the actual window is calculated
by left shifting the received window value by the WS factor. The WS option must be
negotiated during connection establishment by both participants. The shift count of
a connection remains valid for the whole communication session. Based on the buffer
provided to TCP, the WS factor is adjusted accordingly. Thus, customization of the
sliding window enables efficient data transmission in order to take full advantage of
the available bandwidth.

Timestamps The TS option is primary used for Round Trip Time (RTT) measurements
and Protection Against Wrapped Sequences (PAWS) and was introduced along the
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WS option [16]. The TS option consists of ten octets of which the first two are the
usually present kind and length octets and the remaining eight octets are divided into
two equal parts of four octets each. The first four octets are populated by the TCP
Timestamp Value (TSval), the second four are filled by the TCP Timestamp Echo
Reply (TSecr). While the TSval field provides the current TCP timestamp of the
local machine, the TSecr field holds the TSval of the segment which was immediately
received before. The TSecr value in a TS option is only considered valid if the ACK
bit is set, otherwise TSecr should be set to zero. A connection makes use of this option
if it is negotiated during the initialization phase. The initiator sends a SYN segment
with the TS option set and the receiver answers with a SYN/ACK segment with the
TS option set as well. If both participants use the option during initialization, every
following segment exchanged must contain the TS option. By using the TS option it
is easier for TCP to determine the RTT and thus to handle the TCP Retransmission
Timeout timer resets. Moreover, the TS option enables a more reliable decision of
discarding possible duplicate segments received because of retransmission (PAWS).
Due to security concerns, a random offset should be used for the initial timestamp
exchange in each connection. The timestamp clock is supposed to tick once between
1ms and 1 s, thus with a frequency between 1Hz and 1 kHz.

Selective Acknowledgment With the Selective Acknowledgment (SACK) option TCP
receives a mechanism to deal with bad performance if numerous packets of a data
window are missing [49]. SACK uses two kinds of TCP options of which the first is
a two octet option (SACK-permitted) containing only the kind and length octets to
enable the option in the respective imminent communication session. The second kind
is the SACK option itself which has a variable size and is regularly used during active
transmission. The SACK-permitted option must not be used in other segments in
which the SYN flag is not set. Therefore, the SACK negotiation must be performed
during connection initialization. Both participants of a connection may send the
SACK-permitted option solely along with their SYN or SYN/ACK segments. The
basic cumulative ACK algorithm of TCP requires the data receiver to send an ACK
for a specific sequence number which indicates that all octets up to this sequence
number have been received [100]. Consequently, if a single octet in a consecutive
quantity of octets is corrupt or missing, all octets, which immediately follow, will be
retransmitted, no matter if received correctly or not. Common retransmission in TCP
is triggered by a timer if an octet was not acknowledged within a specific amount of
time. As an improvement thereto, the fast retransmission mechanism instructs TCP to
immediately resend the missing octets if the receiver transmits three duplicate ACKs
as a trigger [14]. However, this does not solve the problem of the acknowledgment
of discontiguous octets. Therefore, the TCP SACK option was introduced to enable
the acknowledgment of such octets residing in different windows. This is achieved by
providing multiple left and right edges of octet windows in one ACK segment containing
a SACK option. Thus, the sender is only responsible to retransmit exactly the segment
which is missing. The SACK option consists of the usual two octets holding kind and
length of the option as well as an even number of left and right window edge pairs,
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which are four octets long per edge, representing the sequence blocks to acknowledge.

TCP Basic Operation

Nowadays, TCP is the de facto standard for reliable data transmission on the Internet.
In order to distinguish connections, TCP uses a tuple of four values represented by the
combination of source and destination IP addresses as well as source and destination
ports. Additionally, each end of such a communication channel is called a socket which
is constituted by the local IP address and port. Hence, a connection consists of a pair
of socket. For connection management, TCP employs a controlled initialization phase
to keep track of different data streams. During this process, also TCP options must be
negotiated.

TCP Connection Initialization A full communication initialization process between
two nodes is shown in Figure 2.10. Node A represents the active side and acts a client
whereas node B is the passive part and pursues as a server. To initialize a connection,
the active node A transmits a TCP segment, in which the SYN flag is set, to node
B (A1). Node B responds with a SYNACK message to indicate the receive of the
SYN segment and to initialize the connection in the opposite direction (B1). Finally,
node A informs node B about the received SYN segment by returning an ACK segment
(A2). Following the exchange of messages A1, B1 and A2, the three-way-handshake is
successfully performed and the connection passes into the established state. Now, both
participants are ready for data transmission.

Figure 2.10: Transmission Control Protocol - Initialization (Three-Way-Handshake)
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TCP Connection Shutdown After the client finished data transmission, Figure 2.11
shows a connection shutdown whereby a segment with the FIN flag set is sent from node
A to node B (A3). This informs the communication partner that no more data will be
sent by its counterpart. Node B, the receiver of the FIN segment, acknowledges the
information of node A (B2). Although, node A stopped sending data to node B, node B
itself is still capable of transmitting data to node A (between messages B2 and B3). In
this example, it is renounced on the additional data which may be sent and continued
with the tear down phase of node B which also sends a FIN segment to indicate that data
submission is completed (B3). The last data transmission is carried out by node A which
sends an ACK segment to node B to acknowledge the ultimate connection shutdown
(A4).

Figure 2.11: Transmission Control Protocol - Connection Shutdown

TCP Octet Numbering During transmission, each octet is numbered whereby these
data indices are used in combination with the sequence number. The Initial Sequence
Number (ISN) should be chosen at random for security reasons and represents an offset
to the octet enumeration. Each TCP communication participant maintains own sequence
and acknowledgment numbers. SYN and FIN segments, which do not hold any data,
consume one sequence number, whereas ACK segments without data do not consume
a sequence number. Assuming node A wants to transfer the octets numbered 512 to
1024 as part of the data to be sent to node B (octets 0 to 511 were already transmitted
and acknowledged). Additionally, node A recently received 0 to 255 octets from node
B which must now be acknowledged. Therefore, in the next TCP segment which node
A transmits to node B, the sequence number is set to 512 and the acknowledgment
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number is set to 256. Figure 2.10 shows a numerical example during the three-way-
handshake initialization phase represented by segments A1, B1 and A2. An example of
gracefully closing a connection with general sequence and acknowledgment numbers, is
demonstrated in Figure 2.11.

2.3.4 Secure Shell - SSH

SSH is known as a protocol which enables a user to maintain servers by executing tasks
on a remote command line interface. To ensure secure communication, SSH employs user
authentication and data encryption. However, SSH comprises much more functionalities
and programs than just the aforementioned. It provides for example tools for public
key generation and management, secure file transfer, channel encryption for non secure
Application layer protocols, etc. One tool in the field of public key management is
the ssh-keyscan utility which is employed in this work to quickly collect public keys
of remote nodes with SSH enabled. In general, SSH is situated in the Application
layer since it operates on top of TCP. Independently, the SSH protocol suite [79] is
additionally divided into three protocol components: Authentication [77], Transport [80]
and Connection [78] protocol. Since solely features of the Transport component are
employed, in this work focus is primarily laid on explaining this protocol part.

SSH - Transport Protocol

The Transport component is not only relevant to this work but also the fundamental
part of the SSH protocol itself. According to its proposed standard, the SSH Transport
protocol provides confidentiality, server authentication, integrity protection as well as
data compression [80].

First of all, to establish an SSH session, a TCP connection must be initiated. This is
performed by the client which wants to connect to the SSH daemon running on a remote
machine. After the establishment of the TCP connection, the first data exchange of SSH
itself contains a version string which must be sent by both participants. The string is
formatted as follows:

SSH-protoversion-softwareversion SP comments CR LF

For the current SSH version, the protoversion must be equal to 2.0, the softwareversion
depends on the used software version of SSH which is currently employed for communi-
cation. The SP symbol represents a space character and the comments part may contain
any data. Finally, the CR and LF symbols stand for Carriage Return and Line Feed
characters. The length of the string including all printable and non printable characters
must not exceed 255. SSH uses an own binary packet protocol which must be used after
the version string exchange. Next, the server sends its public key to enable verification of
the fingerprint on client side. If the public SSH key is not present in the known_hosts file,
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the client issues a warning to the users and asks for confirmation concerning connecting
to the server. In addition, the public key of the server can be verified for authenticity. To
encrypt the current session, both participants negotiate about an algorithm for session
key generation. Usually, this symmetric key is generated using Diffie-Hellman [41] key
exchange. If compression is requested, it is also negotiated during key exchange. After
the shared session key was generated by both sides, communication must be encrypted
in order to ensure that data, like account passwords for example, will not be transmitted
in plain text during the following user authentication. Moreover, each SSH binary packet
sent should use a Message Authentication Code (MAC) which provides authenticity and
data integrity. Finally, the communication channel used in this session is secure and user
authentication to the server is initiated. This part is performed by the Authentication
protocol component of SSH.

SSH - Authentication Protocol

The Authentication protocol comes into play when the transport session was successfully
established [77]. Hence, its operation is based on the Transport protocol of SSH. It
provides three authentication schemes to log in to remote machines including password-,
key- and host-based authentication. Password-based authentication employs the classic
combination of user name and password to log in. At the key-based scheme, a user is
authenticated at the server by the possession of a private key that matches the corre-
sponding public key which is in turn deposited in the server’s authorized_keys file. The
latter, host-based authentication, is less widespread, though, for example particularly
efficient for the management of clusters. Thereby, the corresponding machine and user
name is kept in the shosts.equiv file on the server. Additionally, the host key of the
client must be verified for a successful login.

SSH - Connection Protocol

After the successful establishment of an encrypted transport channel and the authorized
user login, control is transferred to the Connection protocol of SSH [78]. One of the main
responsibilities of the Connection protocol is the multiplexing of distinct data flows over
a single transport tunnel provided by the underlying SSH protocols. Thereby, the Con-
nection protocol employs the concept of channels which are targets of this multiplexing
mechanism. Each session or forwarding is assigned to exactly one channel which manages
communication. Specific channel messages are used to open sessions and issue forwarding
requests. This SSH packets enable command execution, the opening of interactive shells
as well as port and X11 [121] forwarding. For identification purposes, each channel is
numbered on both ends independently from each other.
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SSH - Keyscan

SSH is not limited to the three core protocol components, moreover, it provides several
utilities for key generation and management. One of these tools is the ssh-keyscan
utility which is capable of querying a remote machine for its public host keys [86]. The
number of captured host keys depends on the distinct key types a node offers as well
as on the parameters submitted to ssh-keyscan. The default key types which are
requested by ssh-keyscan are Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA), Elliptic Curve Digital
Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) and Edwards Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
using Curve25519 (Ed25519) whereby the latter’s name is based on the prime number
2255 − 19. For each key of a successful query, the output is sliced into two independently
strings whereby the key itself is printed to stdout and the respective host information to
stderr. This enables the automated construction of known_hosts files by scripts. The
host information starts with a pound symbol (#) followed by a space character and the
domain or IP which is currently queried. The target port is appended by using a colon.
This is a common notation for the used port in conjunction with domains and IPv4
addresses. However, one should consider that such a notation might be error prone for
IPv6 addresses because it can be difficult to distinguish the port from a regular address
block. Finally, the version string as used during connection establishment of SSH itself
is appended after a preceding space character. For example, an output might look like
this:

~/ $ ssh-keyscan -t ed25519 2001:db8::1
# 2001:db8::1:22 SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_7.6p1 FreeBSD2012
2001:db8::1 ssh-ed25519 AAAAPT4gV0UgTE9WRSBBTklNQUxTIDw9IHwgPT
4gV0UgTE9WRSBBTklNQUxTIDw9Cg==

The man page of the ssh-keyscan utility states that the tool is capable of querying a
large number of nodes in a short time even if nodes are down or not running SSH services
[86]. Additionally, no login or encryption is necessary to collect the keys of a node.

2.4 Routing

The Internet is obviously one of the most valuable inventions of the last century. From a
major point of view, it consists of a countless number of networks interconnected with each
other. As already explained in Section 2.3.1, all nodes within these globally connected
networks are uniquely identifiable by their respective IP address(es). Furthermore, there
exist several address types which are directly related to the routing processes by impacting
IP packet treatment and delivery depending on their type.
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2.4.1 Routing Basics

In general, each IP address consists of a network part and a host part. The network part
represents an own address block or may be a segment of such which was already assigned
from a RIR to an institution like for example a company, government, etc. The owner of
the assigned address block is identifiable by an Autonomous System Number (ASN) [57]
which is also issued by the RIR. This means in turn that IP address blocks which are
requested by an institution are simultaneously assigned to their respective ASN. Thus,
there exists a two layer registration system which is a crucial part for the global routing
strategy. On this basis, the concept of IP-level (intra-AS) routing and AS-level (inter-AS)
routing is introduced. IP-level routing is employed on networks within the same AS.
For this process, an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) like for example OSPF version 2
for IPv4 and version 3 for IPv6 is deployed [47, 93]. Other protocols designed for this
purpose may be used as well: IS-IS or Routing Information Protocol (RIP) and RIPng
[71, 82, 83]. AS-level routing enables communication between distinct ASs over their
respective edge routers. Depending on available peerings, traversal of multiple ASs is
necessary to reach the edge router of the desired network. A peering exists in turn if two
AS owners establish a contract about data exchange between their ASs. The dominating
protocol for inter-AS communication is BGP version 4 and its extension for IPv6 support
[23, 102]. In conventional IP data traffic, which is typically always affected by AS-level
routing, no information about the inter-AS routing operation is disclosed or visible to
the source and destination nodes. Usually, sender and receiver are not actively involved
thereto and thus, are not aware of this AS-layer process.

Nodes within an IP network are ordinarily connected by a switch or router which is
capable of handling all data exchange in a network. Switches are dealing with data at
the Data Link Layer of the OSI model, routers are operating on the Network Layer. This
means that switches are designed for managing data traffic between nodes which are
physically connected to it and identified by Media Access Control (MAC) addresses. Thus,
switches are only applicable within one and the same IP network to provide connectivity
among multiple network participants. In opposite thereto, routers use the destination IP
addresses of packets to decide over which outgoing interface a packet must be transmitted.
In other words, switches maintain tables containing mappings between MAC addresses
and individual physical interfaces whereas routers use forward tables to map IP addresses,
more exactly network prefixes, to respective physical interfaces. Consequently, switches
as well as routers connect nodes within a network whereby the actual main task of a
router is to connect distinct networks with each other. Thus, routers can handle data
traffic on IP-level and AS-level based on their configuration and capabilities.

As an example, Figure 2.12 illustrates a network H which consists of three smaller
networks A, B and C. Assuming, an ISP is operating those distinct networks due to
geographical circumstances of which each is connected over a single physical connection
to one and the same router H. The ISP owns one ASN to which three IP address blocks
respectively for the networks A, B and C are assigned. For packet routing among the
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Figure 2.12: Autonomous System and Internet Protocol - Routing Structure

three networks it is necessary to run an IGP like OSPF. This means in the domain of
H, OSPF handles packet redirection to the respective recipient. If data is destined to a
network in a different AS, for example AS L, AS-level routing, commonly in the form
of BGP, comes into play. When a packet leaves network H and thus passes router H,
routing responsibility is handed over to BGP. Based on the destination network prefix
of the packet, router H decides about the next hop and transmits the packet over the
corresponding interface. When a packet, which for example is addressed to the network
managed by router B, is received at router H, routing responsibility is handed over to
OSPF. For this to work, OSPF and BGP routing information must be exchanged on
router H by using default routes or applying mutual redistribution. Thus, data which is
transferred between networks A, B and C is transmitted by employing IP-level routing
only. The remaining data traffic, which therefore represents inter-AS transmissions, is
routed by OSPF in the source AS, followed by AS-level routing using BGP and finally
again OSPF or any other IGP in the destination AS. However, if an AS also acts as a
transit network and thus also forwards data traffic, it is absolutely necessary to deploy,
besides an IGP, BGP within the transit AS. Without BGP deployment within such ASs,
BGP routes can not be distributed across border routers of these ASs. Therefore, BGP
may be configured in two operational modes which are the exterior Border Gateway
Protocol (eBGP) and the interior Border Gateway Protocol (iBGP). Furthermore, each
BGP hop must have one or more IP addresses assigned because BGP employs TCP and
thus also IP to exchange routing information with its direct neighbors. However, due
to security reasons, remote access should be allowed from specific source IP addresses
only.

As routing is a dynamic process, routes keep changing steadily. Due to failure safety
reasons, most physical connections are conducted with redundancy. Additionally, load-
balancing is deployed to distribute traffic across available resources. Another reason
for multiple physical connections is the thereby growing bandwidth. Consequently, this
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results in routes which are equal in length but distinct in terms of passed hops. Hence, it
may be possible that for example repeated traceroutes yield different paths. This concept
is known as ECMP routing [59].

2.4.2 Edge and Intermediate Routers

The term edge router normally refers to a device which acts as a gateway within a Local
Area Network (LAN) and connects the LAN to another network for example an ISP
network. At global level, a border router is a device which usually connects networks
based on their ASNs. However, in this case, the term edge router and border router is
used in an identical way since routers within an edge network which is usually hosted
by an ISP are not distinguished. Thus, for this work, routers within an ISP network,
which is not a transit-only AS, are considered as edge routers. Opposed thereto, the
term intermediate router or core router for hops, which are not located within the target
network and only traversed due to transmission, is employed. Intermediate routers are
mostly part of the Default-Free Zone (DFZ). The DFZ consists of routers which are
not required to define a default route for any prefix. Instead, their forward table allows
determining the next hop for all currently defined prefixes. Additionally, it should be
considered that the terms edge router and intermediate router always refer to the current
relative location and situation of a network.

2.5 Tracerouting

A valuable method for network administrators to reveal problems in their infrastructure
is tracerouting. Thereby it is possible to trace a predefined target across several networks
and thus, to identify traversed hops. A complete traceroute corresponds to a routing path
across the Internet. Each node within a traceroute represents a router which forwards
incoming packets towards their destination. In order to be able to identify individual
hops, the ICMP Time Exceeded error message must be triggered at each hop. This can
be achieved by increasing the Time To Live or Hop Limit field in the respective IP header,
starting at 0, by 1 for each hop. To integrate the sent packets into conventional data
traffic, three different protocols can be employed.

ICMP Traceroute ICMP uses conventional Echo Request messages. If a Echo Reply is
received, the traceroute target was reached.

UDP Traceroute UDP traceroute packets usually use an arbitrary port number to trigger
a Destination Unreachable message, when the target is reached.

TCP Traceroute TCP employs SYN packets for traceroute operation. If the target is
reached, either a RST packet or a SYNACK packet is sent back. This depends on the
contacted port if it is closed or open for communication.
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ICMP is not as successful as TCP and UDP because ICMP, especially in conjunction
with IPv4, is considered a security risk. Therefore, it is common that error messages are
blocked or silently dropped. UDP and TCP can use arbitrary ports for the tracerouting
packets whereby IANA reserved ports 33434 and 33435 for traceroute and multicast
traceroute [67]. However, in most cases it is advisable to use well-known ports like 80
or 443 because it is less likely that these ports are blocked at the traceroute target (a
webserver for example). The hops can be identified by the received ICMP Time Exceeded
error message which is issued if the Time To Live or Hop Limit field is decremented to
0. As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, this message contains the sending IP address, which
is the IP address of the router, and data fields of the packet which triggered the error
message. With this information, it is possible to assign the sender of the error message
to the correct position in the sequence of a route and to finally construct a complete
traceroute from the source to the destination of a packet.

Some routes end up with only one or two hops which is due to Content Delivery Networks
(CDNs). The purpose of a CDN is to serve any type of data as fast as possible. In other
words, the less hops have to be traversed during transmission, the faster the requested
data can be delivered. Fewer hops mean also less distance to the requesting entity.
Therefore, CDN providers aim to operate data centers at Internet Exchange Points
(IXPs) which are well equipped concerning the number of peerings.

2.6 IP Siblings

An implementation of multiple protocols in an own software component is often referred
to as protocol suite or protocol stack. Protocol suites which are used in network related
tasks are usually called a network stack, for example the IP stack which involves several
protocols like IP itself and ICMP. IPv4 and IPv6 each build an own protocol stack since
they are not mutually compatible. If a network node shall be reachable by an IPv4
as well as an IPv6 address, both protocol stacks must be running on the underlying
operating system. This is called a Dual Stack setup. In previous work, the term IP
Sibling was introduced to denote an address pair consisting of an IPv4 and IPv6 address
which are assigned to one and the same physical machine [11, 108]. This seems to be the
case for domains which return an A record for IPv4 as well as an AAAA record for IPv6
when they are looked up in the Domain Name System (DNS). Even if both address types
are returned by DNS, this does not imply that they are residing on the same physical
node.

In Figure 2.13a an IP Sibling and in Figure 2.13b a non-IP Sibling is illustrated. These
figures show both IP addresses in each case within the same AS. However, it is totally
valid to have the IPv4 and the IPv6 of the sibling settled in different ASs. Another possible
setup would be that IPv4 and IPv6 each use their own gateway for their connection to
the Internet. Consequently, IPv4 and IPv6 may also be connected to their respective
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(a) IP Sibling (b) Non-IP Sibling

Figure 2.13: Illustration of an actual IP Sibling and non-IP Sibling

gateway over different physical links. Opposed thereto, nodes of non-IP Siblings may be
distributed across different countries or even continents.

Hardware is always subject to minor production discrepancies. This is also true for clock
register which usually serve as a reference for software related timing tasks. Alike, TCP
uses for its High Performance extension a clock, which must be at least approximately
proportional to real time [16], for timestamp provisioning. Since this clock is also (directly
or indirectly) driven by the underlying hardware, it likewise depends on the deviation
caused by production processes. This deviation of a remote clock can be measured if a
strictly increasing series of TCP timestamps is available to the measuring entity. Relative
to the local clock, it is possible to calculate the values, which are to be expected from
the remote clock, and to compare them to the values which were actually measured.
The evolution of the deviation can then be further compared to other deviations and
conclusions can be drawn. If deviations evolve similarly between an IPv4 and an IPv6
node, it is likely that they are IP Siblings and thus, reside on the same physical machine.
The idea of measuring such clock skews was already introduced with the concept of
remote device fingerprinting by using TCP timestamps in 2005 [75].

2.7 Related Work

Many previous papers perform investigations on servers or examine the deployment
status of IPv6 by dealing with DNS, performance measurements, the distribution of
CDNs, etc. However, some of them are directly influenced by the structure of the
Internet. This means in turn, that some researched aspects, for example the RTT, can
heavily differ depending on the available network routes’ characteristics. In the following
part related work sectioned in the fields of Network Performance, Network Security and
Sibling Detection is introduced.
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2.7.1 Network Performance

In 2004, Cho et al. [25] recognize that performance and Quality of Service (QoS) of IPv6
Dual Stack nodes have a severe impact on the distribution of IPv6. They use captured
DNS messages of systems which are actively using IPv4 as well as IPv6 addresses. Nodes
are selected by measuring their IPv4/IPv6 RTT ratio. On the resulting node set they
perform PMTU discovery [38] to reveal occurring problems.

Zhou et al. [122] compare IPv4 versus IPv6 hop count and end-to-end delay in 2005. For
their analysis they use the one way IP delay variation defined in RFC 3393 [39]. They
observe that 36% of the IPv6 paths are affected by a significantly larger delay than IPv4
paths.

A more recent study from 2012 conducted by Dhamdhere et al. [40] is particularly focused
on the maturity of IPv6 deployment. They use data of RIPE’s Routing Information
Service (RIS) [107] and from the RouteViews project [87] to inspect the topology, routing
and performance of IPv6. Results show that IPv6 performance is worse if IPv6 AS-level
paths differ from IPv4 AS-level paths but comparable if they are the same.

2.7.2 Network Security

Kohno et al. [75] are the first who use the Timestamps Option of the TCP Extensions
described in RFC 7323 [16] in order to introduce a novel technique for identifying devices
remotely. They exploit the detectable clock skew of the inspected device over time.
Furthermore, they claim that their technique would work equally well with any other
protocol that reveals information about a system’s clock.

In 2016, Czyz et al. [31] examine the security of the IPv6 interfaces of servers and
routers towards IPv4 connectivity of the same node. They initially use DNS data to
acquire Dual Stack candidates for their investigation. The development of host signatures,
for example SSH host keys, HTTP/HTTPS HEAD requests, etc., facilitates them to
determine if a node is set up with both IP versions for operation. Furthermore, they select
router candidates by extracting the source address of ICMP hop-limit response messages
received by the Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA) Ark measurement
platform [22]. Their results show that the IPv6 stack is often more vulnerable to attacks
because of weaker security policies applied in comparison to IPv4.

2.7.3 IP Sibling Detection

The term IP Sibling was introduced by Beverly et al. in 2015 [11], when they evolved
the detection of Dual Stack servers. Since this publication only few research activities
were conducted on this particular topic.
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A similar task to IP Sibling detection is router alias resolution. This technique it is
possible to determine whether distinct IP addresses of the same version are assigned to
one and the same physical router [74]. Luckie et al. [81] use the Monotonic Bounds
Test (MBT) [73] and extend it by obtaining IPv6 fragmentation header ID field values
to infer IPv6 router aliases. They send a big ICMPv6 echo request packet (1300 bytes)
to a router, wait for its response and reply with a Packet Too Big ICMPv6 message.
According to the IPv6 specification [36] (Section 4.5), the router should answer with
(in their case two) fragmented packets which contain the fragmentation ID for packet
reassembly. Received fragmentation IDs are used to deduce associations between distinct
IPv6 addresses. Based on discovered relations a large-scale IPv6 core routing topology can
be generated for further research. Similar research papers also exist for IPv4, for example
[9, 73, 111]. Concerning the IPv6 packet fragmentation there are DoS vulnerabilities
(related to atomic fragments) known [52]. Some time has passed since the mentioned
update to the processing of atomic fragments [52] was accepted as proposed standard.
However, timely before the current IPv6 specification was published the IETF announced
an informational document (RFC 8021) [53] where the generation of atomic fragments is
considered harmful. Therefore, the current IPv6 standard takes precautions in relation
to those dangerous packets [36].

The interest in identifying Dual Stack nodes already evolved during examining perfor-
mance and distribution of IPv6 in its early adoption phase, for example [25, 122]. In 2013,
one of the first works which investigate the relationship between IPv4 and IPv6 address
pairs on one physical machines was published. Berger et al. [10] study DNS resolvers
with assigned IPv4/IPv6 address pairs to discover their associations. They use a passive
as well as an active method for their evaluation. Since they are interested in nameservers
only, they use DNS to identify relationships between IPv4 and IPv6 addresses.

Later, Beverly et al. [11] mention that a DNS name referring to multiple IP addresses
does not imply that these addresses are on the same NIC, device or even AS. They
use an active technique to study webservers from the Alexa Top Sites [1]. As a first
coarse-grained selection step they parse the TCP options signatures of the IPv4/IPv6
addresses of an address pair and compare extracted features. If signatures do not match,
the address pair is not considered to be an IP Sibling. For the accurate decision they use
the TCP timestamps option in a similar way as Kohno et al. [75] did before in order to
calculate a linear clock skew. This skew is analyzed with respect to the angle between
the IPv4 and IPv6 timestamp evolution over time. If this angle is below a predefined
threshold the IPv4/IPv6 address pair can be identified as IP Sibling.

The work of Scheitle et al. [108] includes classification of IP Siblings with variable clock
skew. They extend the work of Beverly et al. by providing a more than ten times bigger
ground truth data set. However, they also focus on servers only. For precise decisions
Scheitle et al. (re)define several features, which they extract from the TCP Extensions
timestamps option, in order to use them in their algorithmic approaches. They test the
performance of their manually crafted algorithm against a machine learning model and
suggest the usage of a Classification And Regression Tree (CART) Decision Tree solution
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provided by the scikit-learn [95] Python module. Based on their extensive ground truth
data set, their results look promising because they achieve performance values of above
98% by employing a simple predictive model consisting of only one branch.

In contrast to all previously mentioned works we deal with the detection of IP Siblings on
public network devices, especially on routers. Consequently, we focus on the underlying
network infrastructure itself. For this thesis we use knowledge and experience of the
mentioned authors to merge and extend the already discovered features and recognition
techniques. Since many servers of the provided ground truth host list of Scheitle et al. are
not reachable anymore, we base our newly compiled list on their findings concerning the
RIPE Atlas [105] and NLNOG RING [94] projects. Another challenge, which was already
indicated in previous work [11, 108], is the minimization of measurement points in order
to reduce the time taken for timestamp collection and decision making. In addition to
that, Scheitle et al. already pointed out that the randomization of the initial timestamp
offset, which was introduced to the Linux kernel in May 2017 [45], is problematic for
timestamp acquisition because each connection results in a different timestamp offset.
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Methodology

In contrast to previous work, which solely focuses on end nodes, we explore the IP Sibling
property of network nodes in a global context [11, 108]. In particular, we are interested
in the deployment of Dual Stack technology in combination with routers and hence,
investigate also differences between intermediate and edge routers. In this section our
methodology is presented. First, the composition of ground truth data and the acquisition
process is explained. Next, important prerequisites for data acquisition are presented and
followed by our commonly used timestamp acquisition workflow. Afterwards, valuable
features which are later employed for model construction are discussed. We explain how
we perform model training by using preselected features from previously constructed test
data followed by an introduction about the applied evaluation metrics. Then, we develop
a decision metric to determine if a router acts as an edge or intermediate type. Following,
we provide an analysis of low-runtime approaches. We demonstrate how the measurement
time can be reduced from several hours down to several minutes or even seconds. Thereby,
attention is payed to keep the classification quality competitive to previous work. Due to
current efforts of securing TCP timestamps against unintentional information disclosure,
we discuss how timestamps can be acquired based on our acquisition method, although
SYN cookies are activated. Additionally, we show how to force a node which randomizes
timestamps on an initialization basis rather than on a connection basis, to deliver a
large, though dense amount of timestamps. Afterwards, we describe how classification
methods can be applied even if TCP timestamp randomization is implemented. Last but
not least, we briefly explain limitations and link previously discussed solutions thereto.

3.1 Data Sources

The foundation of our data sources is built by these publicly available data:

• Ground Truth Host List (NLNOG RING and RIPE Atlas Anchor nodes [94, 105])

• Alexa Top Million List [1]

• Cisco Umbrella Top Million List [28]
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We use the NLNOG RING and RIPE Atlas Anchor nodes for evaluation and testing
of our machine learning models. Whereas the Alexa and Cisco Umbrella Top Million
List nodes are employed as targets for tracerouting in order to collect network nodes
along those paths. All lists were queried and compiled in December 2018. Since our
main interest is dedicated to the deployment of Dual Stack technology on public network
devices, we believe that it is more obvious to investigate routes, originating from a Dual
Stack measuring entity, to servers which offer A as well as AAAA DNS records. For our
measurements we employ a virtual private server situated in Germany which is driven by
4 vCores and 8GB of memory running Ubuntu 18.04 LTS. The server is connected over
a 1Gbit network connection and has IPv4 as well as IPv6 on the same NIC configured.
Unless stated otherwise, we perform all tasks for two forms of measurements, full-runtime
and low-runtime. We discuss the properties of the measurement types in Section 3.2.

Ground Truth Since several servers used by Scheitle et al. [108] are not responsive
anymore (for example the *.tum.de domains), we ignored them during constructing our
own ground truth host list. The number of NLNOG RING servers and RIPE Atlas
Anchors however steadily increases and thus, yield a valuable amount of servers to work
with [94, 105]. In December 2018, we queried 851 active servers from the NLNOG RING
and RIPE Atlas projects by using their public APIs. Out of these 851 nodes there are
476 RING nodes and 375 Atlas Anchor nodes. We manually verified this list and ended
up by 718 responsive nodes. From these nodes, 408 nodes are RING nodes and 310 are
Atlas Anchor nodes. We use all 851 nodes as targets for tracerouting.

Alexa Top List The Alexa Top List only contains domains constructed of their second
level and top level part. Resolving the one million domains yielded 145k domains which
have an A and AAAA DNS record for IPv4 and IPv6, respectively, available. Many of
them pointing to multiple IP addresses for the same domain. Constructing all possible
IPv4 and IPv6 address pairs within a domain results in 230k IP address pairs.

Cisco Umbrella Top List Unlike the Alexa domains, the Cisco Umbrella Top List
consists of many subdomains which deliver additional IP addresses which are not rec-
ognized by the second level domain records in DNS. The name resolution of this list
resulted in 150k domains with A and AAAA DNS records. Mixing up all IPs per domain
yielded 496k address pairs which is twice as much as the number of available Alexa
address pairs.

Alexa and Cisco Umbrella Comparison Many publications deal with the Alexa
and Cisco Umbrella Top Million Lists for their investigations [109]. After filtering for
A and AAAA DNS records, they have relatively few domains in common which is an
advantage for our analysis. A brief investigation by using the comm utility [113] delivers
126k domains unique to Alexa and 131k domains only listed by Cisco Umbrella. Both
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have only 18k domains in common which is 8.1% of the Alexa and 3.8% of the Cisco
Umbrella domains.

3.2 Data Acquisition

Previous works collect TCP timestamps by issuing HTTP requests which are resource
heavy and consequently time consuming [11, 108]. Usually, network devices which do
not deliver web content do not run a web server at all. Thus, these techniques are not
applicable in our case. Since TCP is the de facto standard for reliable data transportation
in IP-based networks, we assume that network devices run at least a TCP stack of their
own. For example, BGP employs TCP to exchange routing information [102]. Instead of
using Application layer approaches, we craft our own TCP SYN data packets to request
connection initializations and receive a TCP timestamp from each SYNACK response.
We acknowledge that such behavior may be considered intrusive and harmful. Therefore,
we actively tested the implementation on our own infrastructure and restricted productive
acquisition runs on public devices to a minimum.

3.2.1 Prerequisites

For efficient acquisition and calculations, we optimize our measurement system in terms
of firewall rules, virtual memory and deactivation of the Network Time Protocol (NTP)
service in a similar way as done in implementations of previous work [108]. We apply
two rules for IPv4 and IPv6, respectively, as an initial task before any other operation:

iptables -t raw -A PREROUTING -p tcp –dport 44242 -j DROP

ip6tables -t raw -A PREROUTING -p tcp –dport 64242 -j DROP

To remove the rules, the -A switch must be exchanged with the -D switch. The purpose
of these rules is that all incoming traffic, which is addressed to port 44242 and 64242, is
dropped before the kernel processes it. The firewall shall prevent arriving packets from
being perceived by the kernel. The ports used in this setup are arbitrarily chosen and
can be determined in the software in conjunction with the employed firewall ports at
will. Since we use sockets in raw mode, all packets are copied to user space before they
are dropped. Therefore, packets in user space can be handled as usual. Another reason
for restricting packets accessing the kernel is that the OS sends out TCP RST packets if
a SYNACK message was received of which the matching SYN part was not transmitted
previously by the OS but by a user space application. Hence, in an ideal situation, the
kernel does not gain any information concerning the ongoing communication regarding
the acquisition process which we control and perform in our user space application. This
limits the undesirable and hardly controllable interaction between kernel and timestamp
acquisition targets.
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Our calculations and the consequent intermediate results use a lot of memory since most
of the determined data must be stored for further processing or evaluation. In our system
setup we have 8GB of physical memory and 32GB of swap space available. To enable
one single process to work with such amounts of memory, the memory overcommitment
options are set to extensively high values. TCP defines send and receive windows for
traffic management and congestion control. Depending on the buffer sizes provided to
TCP by the kernel, it can be fully taken advantage of the bandwidth available to the
system. In other words, we highly increase the rmem and wmem (receive and send buffer)
values in the network core options section of the Linux kernel to really ensure that TCP
communication is performed as efficient as possible and no packets are being dropped.
These two option groups use the aforementioned buffers and thus are responsible for the
send and receive windows of TCP.

The NTP service on a system is usually responsible to keep the OS clock synchronized.
However, we do not want the system to synchronize its clock during measurements
since it may have an impact on the receive time of packets. Therefore, we disable the
NTP service during the timestamp acquisition process. After execution has finished, all
settings are restored to their previous state.

3.2.2 Acquisition Workflow

Our data acquisition workflow comprises the following tasks:

(1) Name resolution for A and AAAA records

(2) Construction of IPv4/IPv6 target pairs

(3) Tracerouting to identify network hops

(4) Port scan to determine TCP communication ability

(5) TCP timestamp acquisition on all responsive ports

(6) TCP options extraction and SSH key queries

(1) Name Resolution Name resolution of one million domains for each top list is
a time consuming process. Therefore, we resolve all domains for their IPv4 and IPv6
addresses once and keep the resulting addresses in separate files for each list. From the
one million domains of each list only 145k to 150k domains have addresses of both IP
versions deposited in DNS. Some companies, like for example Google, deliver only one
IPv4 and one IPv6 address for their domain. This might be due to the fact, that they
operate enormous company networks which may be comparable to special company-only
CDNs.
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(2) Target IP Pair Construction It is common that one domain delivers multiple
IPs as a fallback if the hardware of a node fails. We consider this as an advantage since
more IP pairs may result in more routes and thus, more responsive network devices.
From available IPv4 and IPv6 addresses we form all possible IP pair combinations. This
approach results in 230k Alexa and 496k Cisco Umbrella IP pairs.

(3) Tracerouting Before we conduct tracerouting on each of the constructed IP ad-
dress pairs, we check in each case if it is member of a CDN. If either the IPv4 or the IPv6
address is listed in a CDN, we ignore the concerning pair and continue with the next
one. Since a CDN is usually not more than two hops away, it is likely that the network
nodes along these paths have already been captured by other traceroute executions. This
means that in most cases, the nearest IXP is also likely part of many routes which are
collected from repeated tracerouting. Thus, we see no necessity to collect the few hops
along the routes of the CDN member nodes. We filter the following CDN providers which
make their IP address ranges publicly available: Cloudflare [29], Cloudfront [4], Fastly
[46], Incapsula [70], Leaseweb [76] and Stackpath [112].

As mentioned in Section 2.5, the most successive option for tracerouting is to employ
TCP SYN packets in conjunction with well-known ports of common services. We use
port 80 and assume a maximum path length of 30 hops. Hence, for IPv4 as well as IPv6,
30 packets are sent simultaneously, each carrying a TCP SYN segment whereby with
each packet sent, the Time To Live (TTL) or Hop Limit (HLIM) values, respectively,
are increased. If network nodes behave correctly according to the IP standards [36, 99],
packets must be discarded if the TTL or HLIM value is decremented to zero and an
ICMP error message should/must be issued [56, 98]. The returned ICMP error messages
carry discarded packets as a payload which are used for reconstructing the path to the
traceroute target. We collect the traced routes and utilize the identified nodes for further
processing. Since for each target IP pair, an IPv4 and IPv6 route is collected, we combine
these routes into a structure which we call a trace set. Each trace set is assigned to a
unique identifier in order to be able to recompose potential sibling candidates, which
belong to the same trace set.

(4) Port Scans For the conducted port scans, we process the amount of collected
routes by extracting all network hops. Thereby, we build one list for IPv4 and one for
IPv6 nodes of which all occurring nodes are contained only once in the respective list.
This is essential to ensure that each node will be queried only once which in turn enables
an efficient execution of the port scanning and timestamp acquisition processes. Since
each IPv4 or IPv6 node may belong to multiple trace sets, a mapping between each node
and its corresponding trace set(s) is constructed.

For each identified node in both lists, we perform a port scan to check for open TCP
ports of which we can make use of for TCP timestamp acquisition. Depending on the
port scan target, we use two setups of ports to be scanned. For servers we employ
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a tiny port list containing only the most common ports of services like SSH, SMTP
(Simple Mail Transfer Protocol), DNS, HTTP and HTTPS with the corresponding ports
22, 25, 53, 80 and 443. The port list we use for network nodes consists of 192 ports
containing the server port list as well as additional ports which are usually relevant for
routing or monitoring tasks. For example, BGP uses port 179 and the Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) uses port 161 [67] for communication. In a similar way
as in the tracerouting process, we send for each IP and each port a TCP SYN packet
and capture responses thereto. If we receive a SYNACK response containing an initial
TCP timestamp, we add the responding port to the port list of the corresponding IP.
For closed ports, nodes usually respond with a RST packet which does not contain any
timestamp information and is hence ignored. The port scan process delivers nodes and
their open ports on which TCP timestamp acquisition techniques are applicable.

(5) TCP Timestamp Acquisition Before we start the acquisition, we process the
constructed IPv4 and IPv6 node lists by removing non-responding IPs. The resulting
sets are then used to query the responsive nodes. All packets necessary for the timestamp
collection process are constructed in advance to prevent any delay during transmission.
This may include multiple packets for the same IP since we query all available ports
of a single IP. Depending on the responding ports per node, the number of packets is
not constant and is thus subject to estimation. We define an overall runtime for the
acquisition process and an interval depending on the estimated value of packets to be
sent in each run. The number of acquired timestamps can be calculated by dividing the
overall runtime by the interval chosen. In previous work, runtimes of ten hours are used
with no clearly indicated intervals but with the aim to enable the collection of at least
one timestamp per minute [108]. For our full-runtime measurements we use identical
values and an interval of one minute for comparison reasons. To investigate classification
performance of low-runtime measurements, we use an overall runtime of 80 seconds with
eight seconds interval which results in at least ten timestamps. Depending on the TCP
stack’s SYNACK retries configuration, a SYNACK message is repeatedly transmitted
until an ACK has been received to finalize the 3-way-handshake. We observed two cases
concerning the underlying TCP implementation. In the first case, all retransmitted
SYNACK messages hold identical timestamp values which match the one of the very
first SYNACK packet. The second case, which is the more valuable for us, the repeated
SYNACK messages all contain successive timestamps with accordingly increased values.
In the latter case, we benefit from the additional timestamps which we can use for our
acquisition task. We capture all SYNACK packets and store the timestamp along with
the receive time of the packet for later analysis. Since sending and receiving such a huge
amount of packets within one minute is not feasible, we split our measurements into
batches of 10k and 50k candidates, respectively. We ended up at using a batch size of
50k which we determined by experimenting with the amount of packets that can be sent
and received within one minute.
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(6) TCP Options and SSH Keys Besides the timestamp acquisition process, we
also collect TCP options to investigate the IPv4 options and the IPv6 options of a
candidate pair. Since each packet delivers a full TCP signature, which is used during
connection initialization, we grab the options during timestamp acquisition. For SSH
keys we do this as a stand-alone task after timestamp acquisition has finished. If a node
has an open SSH port, we query its SSH keys and SSH agent for further inspections.
For this task, we extract all nodes with open SSH port and feed the IP addresses to the
ssh-keyscan utility. For each IP version, we parse the output to construct one SSH
keys file and one SSH agents file in which both IP version’s results are written. Some
nodes respond with an SSH agent entry but no key. This means that for the queried key
type no SSH key is available.

3.2.3 Ground Truth and Top List Server Data Acquisition

Since we do not have access or information about Dual Stack devices which are not
end nodes, we must rely on the in previous work already used and publicly available
ground truth servers [108]. We apply the same techniques for timestamp acquisition,
TCP options collection and SSH key queries as explained before. We conducted a full-
runtime and a low-runtime scan whereby all candidates of the ground truth data fit into
one batch. The collected timestamp data is used afterwards for feature preparation. A
possible drawback might arise with the fact that all available data was gathered from
servers only. However, the employed techniques are primarily the same for any network
device.

For comparison reasons, we also performed full-runtime and low-runtime scans of the
Alexa Top List as well as the Cisco Umbrella Top List servers.

3.3 Classification Features

In the following paragraphs, features introduced in previous work are presented [11, 75,
108]. Modifications are clearly indicated at each respective part in the feature description.
As already mentioned in previous work, there exist features which have a verifying or
falsifying metric by nature. This means on the one hand that a verifying feature can
help to classify the investigated IP pair as a sibling. On the other hand, a feature with
falsifying metric is used to determine whether the current IP pair tends to a non-sibling
relation.

3.3.1 TCP Timestamp Features

The TCP timestamps build the fundamental part of the constructed features which are
then used for machine learning.
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Clock Frequency The remote clock’s frequency is determined as follows. For the
acquired TCP timestamps Ti, their relative offsets vi are calculated with Equation 3.1
where T1 is the initial TCP timestamp received. To correlate the evolution of these
timestamps over time, a second array is calculated with Equation 3.2. In this equation,
ti is the point in time at which the observer received the corresponding TCP segment
and t1 is the receive time of the TCP segment carrying T1. A two dimensional monotonic
array [xi, vi] is obtained which is used for calculating the slope of the sequence vi by
applying linear regression. The slope corresponds to the frequency, f 4 for IPv4 and f 6

for IPv6, of the remote clock. Moreover, the received R2
f4 and R2

f6 values are a measure
for how close the data fit to the regression line. Additionally, the absolute difference of
the frequencies fdiff and the R2 values R2

freqdiff are calculated with Equations 3.3 and
3.4. Varying clock rates classify a candidate pair as non-sibling.
Features: f 4, f 6, fdiff , R2

f4, R2
f6, R2

freqdiff

vi = Ti − T1 (3.1)
xi = ti − t1 (3.2)

fdiff = |f 4 − f 6| (3.3)
R2

freqdiff = |R2
f4 −R2

f6| (3.4)

Raw Timestamp Value Difference With the raw timestamp value differences of a
candidate pair an absolute difference between these two remote clocks can be calculated.
First, the TCP timestamp values T1 are converted into seconds by using the previously
determined frequency. Then, the difference between them is calculated with Equation
3.5. The next step is to calculate the difference between the local timestamps t1 with
Equation 3.6. To receive a comparison opportunity, the absolute difference ∆tcpraw is
calculated with Equation 3.7. The obtained metric expresses the time difference between
the TCP timestamp counter resets within the IPv4 and IPv6 protocol stacks.
Feature: ∆tcpraw

∆tcp = T 4
1 / f4 − T 6

1 / f6 (3.5)
∆rec = t41 − t61 (3.6)

∆tcpraw = |∆tcp −∆rec| (3.7)

Clock Deviation The following calculations reveal the deviation of the remote clock
from its expected values. First, the relative remote time wi is calculated with Equation
3.8 by using results from the clock frequency calculations. With this value the offset yi

to the observed time is calculated with Equation 3.9. The finally resulting array [xi, yi]
represents the actual offsets of the remote clock’s expected values and is used for further
analysis. The IPv4 and IPv6 arrays are accordingly referred to as offsetsskew.
Intermediate Values: offsets4

skew, offsets6
skew
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wi = vi / f (3.8)
yi = wi − xi (3.9)

Outlier Removal and Pairwise Point Distance To reduce network related noise,
the previously calculated offset arrays are filtered by removing outliers. Initially, outliers
regarding the mean are stripped by applying a confidence level of 97% resulting in
arrays holding the mean-filtered offsets in offsetsmean. As a next step, the offsets s4

i

and s6
j conforming to two closest packet arrival times t4i and t6j are calculated as shown

in Equations 3.10 and 3.11. The y-values correspond to the y axis in the respective
offsetsmean array. Afterwards, the absolute difference ppdi, the Pairwise Point Distance
(PPD), is calculated from the received offsets s4

i and s6
j as shown in Equation 3.12.

Finally, the median of the resulting PPD array in conjunction with a confidence level of
95.5% is used as an additional filtering step. The respective final offset array offsetsfinal

stores the values within the confidence interval.
Intermediate Values: offsets4

mean, offsets6
mean, ppd, offsets4

final, offsets6
final

s4
i = y4[min(|t4i − t6j |)] (3.10)
s6

j = y6[min(|t4i − t6j |)] (3.11)
ppdi = |s4

i − s6
j | (3.12)

Dynamic Range The range of the offset arrays is dynamic, which means that the skew
of nodes differs over time. In the original work, latency-based outliers are counteracted
before calculating the dynamic range by pruning 2.5% of the offset arrays. However,
especially for low-runtime measurements it does not make much sense to remove such
values. The range between maximum and minimum offset is calculated by applying
Equation 3.13 whereby used y-values correspond to the offsetsfinal y-values. With
Equation 3.14, the absolute range difference is calculated. The average range is given by
Equation 3.15. Finally, the relative difference enables a numerical representation about
the disparity of the two IP stacks and is calculated with Equation 3.16.
Features: rng4, rng6, rngdiff , rngavg, rngreldiff

rng = ymax − ymin (3.13)
rngdiff = |rng4 − rng6| (3.14)
rngavg = (rng4 + rng6) / 2 (3.15)

rngreldiff = rngdiff / rngavg (3.16)
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Constant Skew As done in previous work, Robust Linear Regression [114] is employed.
The resulting slope α of this regression is used as an estimation of remote clock skew.
As before in the clock frequency step, the R2

skew values, which represent the quality of
the fitted regression lines, are stored. Then, absolute differences of both values as shown
in Equation 3.17 and in Equation 3.18 are calculated.
Features: α4, α6, αdiff , R2

skew4, R2
skew6, R2

skewdiff

αdiff = |α4 − α6| (3.17)
R2

skewdiff = |R2
skew4 −R2

skew6| (3.18)

Variable Skew For investigations on variable skew, polynomial spline interpolation
is applied to the offset arrays. As a next step, y-values of one spline are shifted to
minimize the area between the two splines. The spline feature is denoted as spldiff and
is calculated by the absolute difference between the two mean values splmean of the IPv4
and IPv6 spline arrays as shown in Equation 3.19. The scaled value splscaleddiff of the
spline difference is a direct result of the proportionality to the offset dynamics and is
calculated with Equation 3.20.
Features: spldiff , splscaleddiff

spldiff = |spl4mean − spl6mean| (3.19)
splscaleddiff = spldiff / rngdiff (3.20)

3.3.2 TCP Options Signature Feature

While previous work state that they use the signature, including TCP WS values, and
the order of TCP options as a first filtering step [11, 108], we do not rely on the full
signature for preselection. Network devices, especially routers, may be affected by steadily
changing load which results in performance fluctuations and thus may have an impact on
the available memory provided to running processes etc. Especially for the WS option
of TCP, the underlying buffer is determined by default but may also be set by a user
space program [16]. The WS option is only exchanged during connection initialization
but since we employ TCP SYN packets for timestamp acquisition, we observed that the
WS factor is possibly subject to differ between connections. As a result, we employ TCP
options as an additional metric only, if the machine learning prediction is ambiguous.
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3.3.3 SSH Keys and Agents Features

During our investigations concerning SSH keys and agents on sibling candidates, we
observed that most of the SSH-enabled nodes provide all three keys which are queried by
default. Moreover, on Dual Stack nodes it seems to be common that only one host key
of each type is configured which is shared between IPv4 and IPv6 connections. We were
able to identify candidate pairs with distinct keys but identical agents to be non-siblings
based on their prediction results and further partial manual verification. Additionally, we
expected that more network nodes have SSH enabled. However, in terms of security we
consider this as an improvement compared to results of previous work [31]. We consult
the explanatory power of this feature only in addition to machine learning predictions.

3.3.4 Geolocation Feature

For our sibling candidates we identify the geolocation of the respective IPs. Thereto, we
employ the freely available geolocation services provided by MaxMind [85]. Their city
databases are updated on a monthly basis and the AS databases are updated weekly.
However, investigations show that only country and continent information seem to be
practicable in the free version. This information might not be useful, because we believe
that network operators who use distinct hardware for IPv4 and IPv6 provisioning have
most of their IPs registered in one and the same country. Consequently, location services
may be not accurate enough because for example, an IPv4 device can operate in a city on
the east side of a country while the IPv6 counterpart could operate in one and the same
country on the west side. Since both are in the same country but operating in different
cities, we can not clearly determine that their locations differ based on the provided
information. As a result, we largely forego of using location based features. However, we
argue that in some cases this might be useful but for large-scale applications it may not
be practicable.

3.4 Model Training and Feature Processing

Our main goal in feature processing is to deliver a machine learning model which relies
on few data points and delivers comparable values concerning previous work’s outcomes.
Unlike previous work, we do not perform any first order filtering due to reasons explained
above. Instead, we employ TCP options and matches of SSH keys as well as agents, if
available, as additional verification. To enable a valuable comparison of model perfor-
mance to previous work, we employ similar approaches and corresponding techniques
[108].
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3.4.1 Test Data Construction

Previous work explained that they first split their ground truth data into train and test
set and afterwards form non-siblings of each part [108]. We assume that the hardware of
NLNOG RING nodes is similar in some case since minor requirements have to be met for
participation in the project. The same holds for RIPE Atlas Anchor nodes. Hence, we
go one step further and construct the non-sibling candidates by mixing NLNOG RING
IPs or RIPE Atlas Anchor node IPs, respectively, among each other. With this approach
we can build 261k non-sibling pairs consisting of 166k NLNOG RING and 95k RIPE
Atlas Anchor IP pairs. These values result from calculating n∗ (n−1) for each candidate
group where nNLNOG = 408 and nRIP E = 310. For each of the resulting candidate pair
the aforementioned features are calculated.

3.4.2 Feature Selection

Since most of the previously mentioned features rely on one and the same data source, it
is an important task to carefully select the most valuable features for classifier training.
Previous work show that this may also be a straight forward business to come to useful
results. For example, Scheitle et al. found out that their trained classifier model used only
one branch as a verifying metric for decision making by using the ∆tcpraw feature which
only depends on the determined frequency of each node in a candidate pair [108]. After
we applied our data to their technique we expected our resulting trees to be similar to
theirs. Actually, we encountered much deeper trees which however do not use all available
features. This may be a direct result of overfitting which means that the model is heavily
tied to the data which was used for training. In other words, the model performs excellent
on data which was used for training but does not generalize well on newly unseen data.
Consequently, we actively apply feature selection to prevent overfitting before we train
our classifier models for later evaluation.

For this part, we employ the feature selection tools provided by scikit-learn [95]. We utilize
a basic approach by using the k-best features which are calculated by a scoring function.
In our case we apply mutual information scoring which determines the dependencies
between the provided variables. On the one hand, a decision tree implicitly employs
feature scores to determine decisions. Since decisions are based on information provided
by features, it is possible to count the number of features used in splits etc. On the
other hand, complexity and overfitting can be reduced by calculating feature importance
beforehand. A drawback by using scikit-learn is that there is no support for dealing
with missing data. However, there are two options to address this problem. The first is
to substitute missing values by using predefined imputation strategies like for example
filling in the median of the respective column or the most frequently occurring value.
The second one is to simply drop the respective data row. Dropping data means loss of
information which may be problematic with small data sets. Since imputation may lead
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to biased feature scores, depending on the number of substituted values, we decide to
use a different approach which is able to deal with missing values.

To accomplish this challenge, we employ the Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost)
machine learning model [24] which is an ensemble method. The Extreme Gradient
Boosting (XGBoost) model consists of multiple decision trees similar to a Random
Forest [21]. Different to the aforementioned is that XGBoost can handle all sparsity
patterns, is highly parallelizable and uses extended learning functions [24]. The authors
also state that their model is excessively scalable and thus can handle even billions of
samples by using fewer resources than current implementations. In general, we believe
that for our kind of classification task and data the usage of an ensemble model is the
most successful one in terms of performance.

As a first step we decide to decrease all available features to the absolute differences of the
results obtained from respective calculations of the IPv4 and IPv6 features. The reason
for this is that we want to prevent any bias of features which are mainly calculated as
intermediate results for both IP versions of a certain candidate pair. Absolute differences
of these respective values ensure that from each candidate pair both versions of the
determined values are solely considered as a unit. Thus, the features which we take into
account for selection are summarized in Table 3.1. Since the low-runtime measurements
usually do not yield enough timestamps for a proper spline calculation, we remove the
two spline features for the selection of the low-runtime model. From these features we
investigate feature importance provided by the XGBoost framework. With the selected
features, we perform, like in previous work, cross validation to select the best performing
model and train it with all available samples in order to apply it for classification of
newly and previously unseen data.

Frequency Dynamic Range Constant Skew Variable Skew

fdiff rngdiff αdiff spldiff

R2
freqdiff rngavg R2

skewdiff splscaleddiff

∆tcpraw rngreldiff

Table 3.1: Features by Category

3.4.3 Evaluation Metrics

Previous work prioritizes on the maximization of Precision to minimize the number of
false positives [108]. In other words, the higher the Precision, the lower the number
of wrongly predicted IP Siblings. Precision values are in the range of 0 and 1. As a
second metric, they use the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC ) [84] which enables
them a stable and meaningful performance evaluation score for binary classification tasks
especially for imbalanced data [17]. The value range of the MCC is defined from −1
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to +1 whereby −1 signals a total disagreement, 0 indicates a totally random and +1 a
totally correct prediction. Precision is defined as shown in Equation 3.21 and the MCC
is defined in Equation 3.22.

Precision = TP

TP + FP
(3.21)

MCC = TP × TN − FP × FN√
(TP + FN)(TP + FP )(TN + FP )(TN + FN)

(3.22)

TP . . . True Positives FP . . . False Positives
FN . . . False Negatives TN . . . True Negatives

3.5 Determining Edge and Intermediate Routers

Since we are interested in the Dual Stack distribution concerning edge and intermediate
routers, we use a simple, yet useful metric to determine the position of nodes within
a path on the Internet. As the IPv4 address space is nearly exhausted, the remaining
addresses are issued at a maximum of /22 sized blocks [103]. IPv6 addresses are issued
on the basis of /32 sized blocks [104]. These numbers are based on RIPE NCC policies
only but we believe that the other RIRs are applying similar policies. Thus, from each
collected path, we take the last hop immediately before the target and build a network
prefix by using the respective netmask. We compile two lists which consist of all unique
IPv4 and IPv6 networks. If both IP addresses of a candidate pair are in the respective
list we consider this candidate pair as an edge node. This fact may also be used as a
falsifying feature to assist at the IP Sibling decision process.

3.6 Low-Runtime and Randomized Timestamps

Nowadays, modern TCP stacks conforming to the recommendations in RFC 7323 [16]
should implement a random offset to the timestamp counter on a per connection basis
which has not been considered in previous work. This heavily impacts the acquisition
process itself which we can optimize as described in the following paragraphs. In fact, we
observed that there are still many TCP speaking nodes out there which do not implement
or actively use TCP timestamp randomization. Dealing with such nodes enables us to
apply extremely low runtimes which result in few acquired timestamps only. Though, it
is still possible to successfully determine the sibling property.
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3.6.1 Low-Runtime Approach

Active measurements with runtimes of ten hours and more are not suitable for practi-
cal applications. When we speak of low-runtime measurements, we define a maximum
runtime of five minutes for the acquisition process whereby any possibly necessary prepa-
ration tasks, for example tracerouting or decision model training, are not included. While
acquisition runtimes of previous work are in the range of hours, we use the term full-
runtime in order to express runtimes which are settled above the defined threshold of
five minutes. Moreover, we refer to a runtime of ten hours if we discuss previous work.
However, the less time taken at comparable performance, the higher the relevance for real
world applications. Thus, we steadily decreased the number of collected timestamps and
simultaneously observed the evolution of the decision model in order to achieve a com-
petitive tradeoff between time taken and prediction performance. In general, a sequence
of two strictly increasing timestamps for both IPs of a candidate pair could already allow
determining the difference of the TCP timestamp counter resets (raw timestamp value
difference ∆tcpraw). Hence, with two values it is possible to apply regression to calculate
the frequency and further the absolute difference of the raw timestamp values. Based on
a previously learned threshold, the decision whether a node is an IP Sibling or not can
be performed.

The number of timestamps depends on the measurement interval which in turn depends
on the number of nodes which should be concurrently investigated. If the measurement
interval is chosen too low, the following transmission and the current transmission may
overlap. This often results in packet loss of the replies at the measurement entity. The less
nodes are subject to simultaneous measurements, the faster the timestamp acquisition
can be performed by reducing the measurement interval. However, this increases the
timestamp density and may reduce the amount of information which in turn is necessary
to derive powerful features.

This approach is only applicable to nodes which do not employ randomized timestamps.
However, independent of the currently implemented timestamp security features, we
assume that we are able to provide enough timestamps for reasonable decision making,
although timestamp offsets are randomized.

3.6.2 Special Timestamp Acquisition Methods

Officially published in 2014, RFC 7323 suggests that for each new connection a random
offset is added to the initially used TCP timestamp value [16]. Already in 2005, the
randomization of TCP timestamps in FreeBSD was suggested [72]. Finally, this technique
was also implemented in the Linux TCP stack in 2017 [45].

Each connection is represented by a tuple which consists of the source and destination
IP addresses and source and destination ports. Hence, the received initial timestamp of
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an IPv4 or IPv6 connection of a remote node uses a different offset in each case. This
results in two timestamp sequences starting at diverse offsets.

FreeBSD as well as Linux implement a security feature called SYN cookies which is a
countermeasure against SYN flooding attacks [44]. Thereby, information is encoded in
the ISN by hashing connection parameters, a time value and a secret. If the timestamp
option is enabled, the TSval field may additionally be employed for SYN cookie data
which could also yield completely random initial timestamp values because of hashing.
When the corresponding ACK is received, the hash is constructed again and compared
with the received ACK number which was previously decreased by one. Then, the
connection proceeds as normal or in case of mismatch, is dropped by sending an RST
segment. If the ACK is not received within a defined time frame, the segment is simply
dropped. SYN cookies are usually only active if a node runs out of resources and suffers
from high load. In our case, if SYN cookies are active, we are forced to keep a TCP
connection open for timestamp acquisition instead of repeatedly sending SYN segments.
This can be easily achieved if a node offers a service which exchanges some kind of
identification data necessary for communication, for example SSH. The very first data
which is exchanged between two SSH participants is an identification string which may
contain arbitrary characters at the end as a comment [80]. Although, the string is
limited to 255 characters, this enables us to acquire a strictly increasing sequence of 253
timestamps (the final \r\n characters excluded) provided that the TCP stack conforms
to the corresponding suggestions of the proposed standard [16]. We transmit each of the
255 characters in an own TCP segment and collect the timestamps from the received
ACKs.

Since Linux and FreeBSD implement such a behavior, we can cover a wide range of
nodes with this technique [45, 89]. Additionally, FreeBSD recently fixed a case, which
was not compliant to the proposed standard [16, 90]. Previously, identical timestamps
were sent with the performed SYNACK retransmissions. Though, the standard requires
that the current value of the timestamp clock of the TCP sending the option [16] must
be contained in the TSval field which is of course also required for retransmissions.

3.7 Decision Processes

Due to the more or less current evolutions concerning randomized TCP timestamps and
the obstacles in terms of acquisition and predictions thereby, we also provide optimiza-
tions to the decision processes presented in previous work [108]. As already mentioned,
the suggested model of testing the raw timestamp value against a threshold performs well
on full-runtime and low-runtime measurements. Hence, few timestamps already enable
an accurate prediction. However, previous findings depend on the fact that most of the
ground truth nodes do not employ security features like for example randomization of
initial timestamp offsets. Since the software of the RIPE Atlas Anchor nodes is provided
by the project itself, the behavior of the nodes concerning their TCP implementations
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may be similar. It is not publicly announced which OS is deployed on the hardware
Anchor nodes but for virtual nodes, RIPE requires an installation of CentOS 7 [106].
Opposed thereto, the instructions of NLNOG RING are more generous. The provided
OS should be Ubuntu 18.04 64-bit server edition, where only an OpenSSH server must
be installed [94]. Thus, more care must be taken in the development of the decision
model regarding NLNOG RING nodes since their configuration may differ from node to
node.

In consequence of the deployed timestamp randomization patch for Linux, the suggested
metric of previous work is not applicable to randomized timestamps [108]. This is
due to the fact that the timestamp sequences of IPv4 and IPv6 are forced to use an
identical offset for this metric to work correctly. In former work, many features, which
we presented before, have been provided but were not actively employed in the finally
suggested decision model [108]. This is an advantage for us because nowadays, some of
these previously unused features take the existence of randomization into account if tuned
appropriately. Especially, the dynamic range features seem to be promising in terms
of feature importance. Moreover, the dynamic range features are based on the PPD
array and are determined by considering only values within a confidence interval of the
PPD values. This may reduce for example network jitter but simultaneously may remove
useful information, too. If we are able to collect timestamps for IPv4 and IPv6 of the
same pair in parallel, network delays may be affecting both acquisition processes. Thus,
this may result in correlation of the acquired sequences and provide valuable information.
Consequently, in this case we do not consider it as advantageous to perform extensive
data cleaning since many information may be lost. Based on these facts, we propose a
new decision workflow as generally shown in Figure 3.1.

Considering the low-runtime approach discussed earlier, we explain that the raw times-
tamp value model also works well if applied to few data points. However, we deviate
from this initially discussed decision workflow because we believe that the now presented
complete model is able to generalize all currently occurring cases well. First, the raw
timestamp value difference is checked. If a positive decision can be derived by testing
against a defined threshold, the candidate pair is considered to be an IP Sibling. This
implies that no timestamp randomization was encountered or the data was collected with
the randomization taken into account. On a negative outcome, the prepared machine
learning model classifies the candidate pair. TCP Options Signatures, SSH keys and
agents or Geolocation data is optionally used as falsifying comparative methods which
additionally may be applied. If one of these features is not available, the feature test
concerned is considered as a positive outcome. The result of the optional tests should only
be considered as an additional assistive method for a possibly final manual inspection.
Finally, we believe that for practical applications, this model should be most effective
since for example in a penetration test, the investigated nodes are limited in size. Thus,
manual inspection in such cases should not be excluded.
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Figure 3.1: Proposed Decision Workflow

3.8 Limitations

Data acquisition often seems to be a ponderously task, if one considers, only about
25% out of one million domains deliver a AAAA DNS record in addition to their A DNS
record. Considering the current state of the IPv4 address exhaustion, we believe that
this is a drawback since there might be no more IPv4 addresses available in future and
thus, solely IPv6 addresses can be deployed. Besides the low amount of AAAA records,
drawbacks for the acquisition process in the case of network devices may already arise
during tracerouting since we encounter a large number of traceroute targets to be member
of a CDN. Hence, the amount of available routes is restricted due to the short paths to
nodes residing in CDNs. Although one should also consider that the tracerouting process
is, like domain name resolution, a time consuming process.

Following, while port scanning of nodes, it may happen that no response from any port
is received and thus, the current node can not be further investigated. This may be due
to the fact that there are well defined and correctly applied security policies in force or
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that there are simply no services exposed to public. Since at least core routers usually
belong to critical infrastructure, security policies for such devices should be strict. Thus,
there is only a limited number of such network nodes available which talk TCP. Another
reason may be that the packet is dropped or does not even arrive at the measuring entity
because of lacking resources, faulty network or firewall configuration etc.

During the timestamp acquisition process, it may happen that some already successfully
queried nodes stop responding. A possible explanation for that might be an automated
blacklisting or a device reboot. In such cases, it only helps to repeat the process since
there are no practicable solutions available.

While previous work consider the factor of the TCP WS option within the TCP Options
Signatures [11, 108], we decided not to take this value into account. As noted previously
and directly pointed out in the standard, the scaling factor is determined according to
the maximum buffer size provided to TCP [16]. Moreover, it is stated that this buffer
size may be adjusted by a user program or set by default. Thus, depending on the
respective implementation, the WS factor may be impacted by load fluctuations or any
other external circumstances like for example temperature. Consequently, any control
application, which is foreseen to tackle such conditions, can react according to them and
set the WS factor concerning available resources. This should especially be considered
when dealing with network nodes like for example routers.

SSH is primarily used for remote connection to other network nodes. However, if an
SSH party uses for example a different port instead of the standardized port, all other
open ports must be tested by initiating a connection to determine the port which is
bound to SSH. Since this is a cumbersome and time intensive task, only the standard
port can be considered for SSH key scans. As mentioned previously, especially routers
are often underlying strict security policies which exclude remote management and thus,
only allow management and configuration on-site. Consequently, maybe only few nodes
provide SSH connectivity.

After intensively testing the free geolocation services of MaxMind [85], we decided to
use IP geolocations only as an optional and assistive decision feature. We started by
comparing postal codes, cities, countries, membership in the European Union, continents
etc. Finally, we accepted that the free database is limited to a reliable determination of
country and continent. Hence, we consider geolocations as a falsifying metric which may
only help in combination with manual inspections.

If a node has SYN cookies activated, it is not necessarily easy to collect a strictly increasing
timestamp sequence. This is due to the fact that repeated SYN packets within a defined
time frame are silently dropped by the receiver and repeated SYNACK segments may
contain randomized timestamps because of applied hashes. An opportunity is to setup a
valid TCP connection and exchange, depending on the upper layer protocol, some kind
of identification string which is sent on a per byte basis to the node to measure. This
yields as many timestamps as bytes can be sent. However, if there are no Application
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layer protocols, which employ such a kind of initial data exchange, available it might not
be feasible to collect enough timestamps for accurate decision making.

Randomization of timestamps definitely restricts the possibility of applying the easy to
use raw timestamp value difference threshold for decision making. This problem arises
due to the fact that randomization is usually implemented on a per connection basis.
Hence, the random offsets of the acquired IPv4 and IPv6 timestamps are distinct. For
this problem to solve, a far larger amount of data is required in order to extract expressive
features for accurate decision making. Since there are only 45 ground truth nodes, which
deliver randomized timestamps, available, this seems to be a quite challenging task.
However, we try to address this circumstance by adjusting prediction model parameters,
which were extracted from the little available data, in order to make decisions as accurate
as possible.
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Evaluation

In this chapter we discuss our observations and insights gained by applying the method-
ology presented previously. Initially, we evaluate our ground truth data for reasons
of comparison to previous work by using scikit-learn’s CART decision tree [95, 108].
Moreover, we employ the techniques provided by the XGBoost framework, which was
introduced in 2016, as additional verification methods [24]. Since we are convinced of
the advantages based on the combination of multiple machine learning optimization ap-
proaches into one library, we employ the XGBoost framework also for feature processing.
We evaluate our proposed machine learning model and compare the performance between
the acquired full- and low-runtime data sets. Finally, we apply the fully trained model
on the acquired network node candidates to predict their IP Sibling property.

4.1 Preparation and Acquisition Evaluation

The preparations of timestamp measurements and the following evaluations are often
repetitive efforts. Especially in the occurring cases of memory shortage or packet loss, it is
cumbersome to rerun time intensive tasks with parameters optimized. In fact, the overall
runtime of a complete processing pipeline often takes at least half an hour. However, the
analysis of full-runtime data only (without considering acquisition time) may even result
in a time consumption of several hours. Also for low-runtime measurements the time
consumed for evaluations should not be neglected due to the extensive computations of
intermediate values etc.

4.1.1 Measurement Runtime Decisions

First tests of packet transmission speeds shortly lead to limitations concerning the number
of simultaneously investigated nodes. To be compliant with previous work for comparison
reasons, full-runtime measurements are considered to deliver one timestamp per minute.
This is even no problem for batches consisting of 50k nodes. However, for low-runtime
measurements, the batch size as well as the overall runtime heavily depends on the
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requested amount of timestamps. For batch sizes of 10k nodes, intervals of eight seconds
are easily achievable. Thus, the runtime solely depends on the number of nodes and
the number of timestamps requested for each node. Based on this fact, we choose a
runtime of 80 seconds and an interval of eight seconds for our low-runtime measurements
resulting in ten timestamps per node. We initially decide for ten timestamps since we
believe that this amount is suitable for practically fast acquisition tasks as well as for the
still following predictions. The conducted full-runtime measurement is identically set up
as in previous work with a duration of ten hours and an interval of one minute [108].

4.1.2 Path Discovery

To discover network nodes along a path, tracerouting is used. In our setup, we employ
the packet manipulation library Scapy [12] to craft packets for our needs. Scapy already
contains a simple but effective tracerouting mechanism based on the TCP SYN method
which we use for node discovery. We collect the path lengths in log files simultaneously
with the tracerouting process. The maximum path length of all investigated routes is 29
hops. A summary of the hop lengths as well as a CDN filtering statistic is shown in Table
4.1. For the sake of simplicity, each traceroute target refers to a complete candidate pair
consisting of the two IPv4 and IPv6 traceroute destinations. We filter nodes of which
the IPv4 or IPv6 address is recognized as a CDN member. Several CDN providers make
their address ranges publicly accessible. We collect these address ranges of the biggest
market players and construct 301 networks which we employ for membership testing of
traceroute targets. Since we filter CDN members, the hop values only take nodes into
account which are not part of such.

Metric Ground Truth Alexa Cisco
IPv4 Hops 8.30813 8.35607 10.0796
IPv6 Hops 7.55217 6.78903 10.1312
Hops Diff 0.75596 1.56704 0.0516
# Targets 851 231262 495277
# CDN Targets 0 188636 358689
# Actual Targets 851 42626 136588
Percentage 100% 18.43% 27.58%

Table 4.1: Traceroute Statistics

As one can see, there only remain 18.43% of Alexa targets and 27.58% of Cisco targets
for each of the overall constructed candidate pairs suitable for trace routing. CDNs
are frequently used as a performance boost or security enhancement to provided web
content.
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4.1.3 Port Identification

Since routers are usually not directly accessible, we expected restrictions regarding open
ports. However, we found a quite appropriate number of nodes responding. For example,
port 80 and 443 which are used by HTTP and HTTPS [67] as it is rather unusual that a
network node offers web content. For a quick overview about the number of active nodes
and distinct ports we discovered, we refer to Table 4.2.

Ground Truth Alexa Cisco
IPv4 IPv6 IPv4 IPv6 IPv4 IPv6

Active Nodes 681 839 15638 18608 41927 48311
Distinct Ports 26 27 193 192 193 192

Table 4.2: Port Statistics Network Nodes

We are surprised about the number of 193 recognized IPv4 ports since our list of ports
to scan is limited to 192. A brief analysis reveals an additionally captured port (28869)
which is not in our port list. We identify two IPv4 addresses, whereof one is registered
in Brazil and the other one in Turkey, which actively sent packets to our IPv4 port used
for measuring during timestamp acquisition. However, all 192 ports which we consider
for investigations occur at least once in the two major data sets.

4.1.4 Timestamp Acquisition and Data Analysis

We performed acquisition as described in Section 3.2. Additionally, we identified special
cases which are apparently rare but resulted in strange behavior of our implementation
during analysis. The triggered errors in the software are the reason why we eventually
became aware of SYN cookies and connection-initialization based randomization. We
observe that only some end nodes, which we employ as targets for tracerouting, are
affected whereby the ground truth end nodes are not involved. Therefore, we simply
ignore this little number of nodes while we perform our timestamp acquisition of end
nodes. However, for large-scale applications, these two cases may be subject to difficulties
if they occur more often. Since end node or network node operators may be annoyed
by the huge amount of SYN packets sent in regular intervals, we only conduct as few
measurements as necessary to collect a usable amount of data. Possibly, operators
consider these packets as intrusive or even classify them as malicious which may result
in an IP ban and as a consequence, excludes the concerning node from the acquisition
process.

We especially analyze the timestamps of our ground truth end nodes since we employ
this data later for prediction model construction and evaluation. We found 43 IP Sibling
pairs in the ground truth data set which deliver randomized timestamps. All these IP
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Siblings are part of the NLNOG RING project. The data of the 43 siblings is used
for evaluation of our modified prediction model. Moreover, there are many end nodes
which already employ timestamp randomization. A brief summary about the different
candidate types of which we are able to acquire timestamps from is shown in Table 4.3.
The exact number of candidates using randomized timestamps can only be determined
from the set of the ground truth IP Siblings. The values of the other two major data sets
contain non-IP Sibling as well as potential IP Sibling candidates. To quickly identify
those values, we compare the absolute difference of two initial remote timestamps of a
candidate pair against a threshold. For the low-runtime nodes we use a threshold of 10k
and for the full-runtime we use 65k. Since we employ an interval of eight seconds during
our low-runtime measurements, we argue that the time difference in one batch should
only be at maximum 8k if a clock ticks with the fastest rate of 1kHz which is proposed in
the standard [16]. The same is true for full-runtime measurements where the difference
should be at around 60k. For both values, we increase the threshold to ensure that we
only capture the nodes at which the timestamp offsets actually differ. This metric may
be used as a really quick falsifying feature for the applicability of the raw timestamp
absolute difference method.

Ground Truth Alexa Cisco
Runtime full low full low full low
End Nodes 718 718 48447 48116 331855 338276
Random TS Offsets 43 43 31676 32679 313564 320475
Percentage 5.99% 5.99% 65.38% 67.92% 94.49% 94.74%
Network Nodes 1188 1370 11722 14739 36481 42129
Random TS Offsets 995 1150 10448 12814 33668 38300
Percentage 83.75% 83.94% 89.13% 86.94% 92.23% 90.91%

Table 4.3: Timestamp Acquisition Nodes

The proportion of end node as well as network node candidates with distinct timestamp
offsets is at almost each data set above two third. Hence, we are required to find new
possibilities for reliable IP Sibling predictions concerning candidates with these properties.
At this point, our newly proposed prediction model comes into play.

4.2 Model Performance

Previous work suggest a prediction model which is determined by employing a CART
model [108]. The resulting tree of such models can be visualized regarding the structure
and decisions made. It had been observed that most of the inspected trees consist of a
single branch which acts as a verifying feature. These decision trees classify a candidate
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IP pair as an IP Sibling if ∆tcpraw is less than a threshold value of 0.2557. Hence, prior
work recommends this model for future use because of its simplicity and the believe
that it will likely generalize best. We analyze this model with our data and improve it
according to the newly acquired insights. Moreover, we show that few timestamps and
thus, low runtimes can yield good results as well. However, first of all, it is necessary
that we investigate the available features.

4.2.1 Feature Evaluation

As shown in the previous section, there are only few nodes in the ground truth which
actually employ randomized timestamps. Meanwhile, most of the end nodes and network
nodes employ randomized timestamps. Additionally, the investigated trees, which were
constructed by the models, are deeper than the ones described in previous work. This
leads us to the conclusion that the simple but previously efficient model of prior work
will no longer generalize best.

Initially, we start feature evaluation with functions provided by scikit-learn [95]. However,
thereby we have quickly reached the limits of the available methods. The drawback of the
feature selection methods and the CART model of scikit-learn are that either one must
drop the rows with missing values or fill missing values by using different imputation
strategies. We do neither prefer one of these options since we can overcome these problems
by using the XGBoost library [24]. Therefore, for feature evaluation and selection we
employ the XGBoost model because it can also deal with missing values. This is a
big advantage when working with sparse data which may occur when investigating low-
runtime captures.

As mentioned earlier in Section 3.4, we preselect all features which express differences
between the IPv4 and IPv6 timestamp sequences. For the full-runtime variant, we include
the spline feature whereby within the low-runtime investigation we think that it does
not make much sense to calculate a spline for only a few points. Thus, we exclude the
spline features from low-runtime evaluations. However, it is definitely worth to note
that the splinediff feature may help for predictions if a suitable amount of timestamps
is available. We believe a number of 150 to 200 timestamps should be considered as a
minimum. Additionally, an advantage for the spline feature may be if the density of the
timestamps is as small as possible. The XGBoost model ranks the splinediff feature at
the fifth position whereby the scaled version is ranked on the last position. Hence, we
do not consider the scaled version for any future use. To perform a valuable comparison,
we employ for the full-runtime as well as for the low-runtime variants the same features.
Finally, the features which we primarily employ, especially for low-runtime, are once
more summarized in Table 4.4.

For the comparison of the full-runtime and low-runtime models we use different test
set sizes starting with 10%, 33% and 66% up towards 90%. Hence, we build four cases
showing the features for the full-runtime as well as four cases for the low-runtime. From
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Frequency Constant Offset Random Offset
fdiff ∆tcpraw rngdiff , rngavg, rngreldiff

R2
freqdiff αdiff , R2

skewdiff

Table 4.4: Final Features

these eight feature scores, six have the ∆tcpraw feature ranked with the highest score.
Only the two full-runtime sets with the two smallest test sizes (10% and 33%) rank the
rngavg on the first position followed by the ∆tcpraw feature on the second position. One
important fact, which must be considered concerning the reasoning about the features
to choose, is that the full data set was employed for training. This means there are
43 nodes within this set which use randomized timestamp offsets. Investigating the
evolution of the feature scores regarding the different test sizes reveals that the less
the size of the training set, the higher the score of the ∆tcpraw feature relative to the
remaining features. Thus, we derive that this feature still dominates all of the decisions
made. For visual interpretation, the corresponding figures containing the mentioned
feature scores are provided on Page 70 in Figure 4.1. Based on this, we argue that it is
the most efficient way to split off the ∆tcpraw feature for constant offset determination.
Consequently, we select this feature as a standalone verifying metric for the IP Sibling
decision of candidates with constant offsets like it has already been suggested in prior
work [108].

Before the already evolved ∆tcpraw model can be deployed, we investigate the underlying
trees like in previous work [108]. Their proposed model employs a threshold of 0.2557.
We reconstruct the already previously conducted experiment with our own data by using
the CART model of the scikit-learn framework [95]. After the performed ten-fold cross
validation, we investigate the resulting tree models. Similar to prior work, the constructed
classifiers show one branch in each tree which decides for a positive outcome regarding
the IP Sibling property. The occurring thresholds are all close to the one previously
determined and yield a value of 0.3052. Another interesting fact is that our trees do
not solely contain these two branches. Instead, the trees reveal in the negative outcome
direction substantially more levels using all remaining features for further splits. If we
check the opposed case at which we construct a model containing only nodes which do
not use randomized timestamps, the resulting tree consists indeed only of one decision
split based on the ∆tcpraw feature. Furthermore, also the feature importance as well as
the trees of the corresponding XGBoost model confirm this fact. The feature importance
score incorporates only the ∆tcpraw feature just as the trees whereby each tree consists of
solely one split based on this feature. We consider this as another substantiation to our
statement about the split off of the ∆tcpraw feature from the whole feature set. However,
we extend this constant offset model by employing the remaining features to construct an
additional prediction model which is focused on the identification of IP Siblings among
randomized timestamp offsets.
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4.2.2 Randomized Timestamps Model Evaluation

After we were able to confirm prior work in terms of constant timestamp offsets, we are
additionally confronted with the significant increase of randomized timestamp offsets
which are meanwhile employed in a huge number of nodes. At the moment, the quantity
of ground truth IP Siblings with randomized timestamps is limited. Thus, the machine
learning model must be able to reduce overfitting as well as to deal with missing data
which we may encounter in low-runtime data sets. The XGBoost model acts against
overfitting by applying regularization whereat a penalty is added to the objective function
[24]. Moreover, an advantage over other binary classification models is that it can handle
missing values and hence it is able to work with any other kind of sparse data as well.
Therefore, we select this already well-approved ensemble method as an underlying strategy
and finally employ it as binary classification model for IP Sibling prediction.

After separating the features into two groups of constant offset and randomized offset
features (including the frequency features), we inspect the remaining features for em-
ployment in our randomized timestamps model. If we cut off the ∆tcpraw bar of the in
Figure 4.1 on Page 70 shown feature evaluation scores, we see that the remaining features
are all actively employed. The scores of these remaining features are almost always below
the constant offset feature score because most of the available ground truth nodes are
based on constant timestamp offsets. However, this does not affect the expressive power
of the frequency and random offset features since they are used in an independent envi-
ronment. Another interesting point is that the full-runtime scores show a clear separation
step between the high ranked and low ranked ones. Opposed thereto, the low-runtime
scores are decreasing nearly linearly from feature to feature. This may be due to the
number of timestamps available which possibly also shows us that more timestamps are
not always delivering better results in terms of overfitting. However, since we are focused
on a wide applicability at full- as well as low-runtime data sets, we do not remove any
further features since all remaining features are used for decision making. Especially in
low-runtime cases, more available features may contribute valuable information which
might not be as relevant in full-runtime data sets. Nevertheless, if overfitting, which is
possibly caused by the data set size, constitutes a problem, it is still possible to restrict
the number of timestamps by simply removing some from the acquired sequences.

Out of the discussed remaining features we construct a model for the group of nodes
which employ randomized timestamps. We prepare two test data sets, a full-runtime data
set and a low-runtime data set. The full-runtime data set contains in each acquisition
sequence around 1500 to 1700 timestamps. The low-runtime data set holds only around
60 timestamps in each sequence. We evaluate both again with the previously defined
test sizes. Figure 4.2 shows a comparison between the full- and low-runtime MCC and
Precision values.

At first sight, the MCC values do not meet the desired results. We believe that this
can be traced back to the new random timestamp offset implementations which usually
use an underlying hardware timer register as well as a random number provided by the
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Figure 4.2: MCC and Precision Evaluation

OS. Possibly, new artifacts are already introduced if the initial randomized timestamp
is issued for each IP version. However, this may be subject to analysis in future work.

Since we are not satisfied with the results of the reduced feature set application on the
whole ground truth data, we conduct further analysis with randomized candidate pairs
only which are also our main focus in the current evaluation. For the model construction
we employ the 43 IP Siblings with randomized timestamp offsets from the ground truth
data. Thus, the resulting non-IP Sibling set for training consists of a quantity of 1806
by calculating n ∗ (n − 1), n = 43. The 43 candidates correspond to a proportion of
2.33% from the overall number of candidates constructed. As a next step, we evaluate a
new model based on the currently built candidate pairs. Conducting tests with different
test sizes and number of timestamps, one can see a significant increase in performance.
This is also true for a reduced amount of timestamps as we show in Figure 4.3. In
this figure, the MCC performance evolution of the proposed prediction model over a
increasing number of timestamps is demonstrated.

However, a drawback may be the limited number of ground truth nodes employing
randomized timestamp offsets. This may result in negative impacts like overfitting which
we try to take into account by tuning some regularization parameters. Moreover, the
NLNOG RING nodes should provide a level of hardware diversity due to the fact that
the project does not have any specific requirements concerning the deployed devices.
Therefore, we repeat the evaluation several times and almost always achieve similar
results.
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Figure 4.3: Randomized Timestamps Model Evolution

For a detailed investigation concerning the calculated performance scores in Figure 4.3,
Table 4.5 on Page 74 shows the confusion matrix values for a given test size of the
respective number of timestamps used for evaluation. Moreover, this table holds the
False Positive Rate (FPR) and the False Negative Rate (FNR) as well as the Precision
and the F1-score as additional performance scores. The FPR represents the proportion
of all actually negative outcomes which however result in a positive outcome by means of
the performed model prediction. Opposed thereto, the FNR represents the proportion of
all actually true outcomes which however result in a negative outcome by means of the
performed model prediction. Precision is expressed as the proportion of actually positive
outcomes of the sum built by the actually positive outcomes and the falsely classified
positive outcomes based on the performed model prediction. The last performance score,
the F1-score expresses the balance between Precision and Recall. Recall is also known
as hit rate and describes the proportion of actually positive outcomes of the sum built
by the actually positive outcomes and the falsely negative determined outcomes based
on the performed model prediction. All formulas which are employed for calculating the
values presented are pointed out in Equations 4.1 and 4.2.

Based on the discussed evaluation results, we deduce that the proposed model gener-
alizes best at candidate pairs with randomized timestamp offsets. To achieve valuable
results one can see that it is most efficient to train the classifier with ground truth data
which solely employs random timestamp offsets. Another important point is that the
provision of a small number of timestamps only, obviously does not have any noticeably
negative impact on the prediction performance. Thus, any low-runtime data set enables
predictions based on randomized timestamps with adequate performance. Consequently,
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the necessary timestamp acquisition time can be drastically reduced. One last thing
which should be considered is that maybe the density of the acquired timestamps may
have an impact on the outcome. However, we do not observe any influences although we
deal with different densities in our full-runtime and low-runtime data sets.

4.2.3 Complete Model Evaluation

Finally, we combine the ∆tcpraw predictor and the previously discussed randomized
timestamps model to a complete model which we propose in Section 3.7. Unlike feature
selection, we use the full ground truth data set for this evaluation. Similar to previous
investigations, we use four test sizes of 10%, 33%, 66% and 90%. One should keep in
mind that the model is designed in a way to clearly distinguish the candidate pairs with
random and constant timestamp offsets. Principally, all constructed non-IP Sibling pairs
should have ∆tcpraw values above the determined threshold. Therefore, the model is
heavily confronted with such non-siblings. Nevertheless, only few false positive outcomes
are encountered but in turn also some false negative predictions occur. In our opinion,
the number of incorrect classified pairs is below an acceptable value of five percent.
Consequently, we are convinced that these facts clearly speak for the performance of our
proposed model. Moreover, the performance is obviously almost independent from the
number of available timestamps for prediction. Figure 4.4 demonstrates the MCC and
Precision performance of our complete model on the full ground truth data set. For more
details on the evaluation, Table 4.6 shows the confusion matrix values and additional
performance measures. All presented performance values are calculated employing the
Equations 4.1 as well as Equations 4.2 which both are provided on Page 74.

Test
Size

Full-Runtime Low-Runtime
TP TN FP FN TP TN FP FN

0.1 72 2812 0 1 69 2826 0 5
0.33 238 29893 11 3 230 30042 0 13
0.66 474 118841 39 8 459 119792 0 26
0.9 645 218210 570 12 625 220883 37 36

FPR FNR Prec F1 FPR FNR Prec F1

0.1 0.0 0.014 1.0 0.993 0.0 0.068 1.0 0.965
0.33 0.0004 0.012 0.956 0.971 0.0 0.053 1.0 0.973
0.66 0.0003 0.017 0.924 0.953 0.0 0.054 1.0 0.972
0.9 0.003 0.018 0.531 0.689 0.0002 0.054 0.944 0.945

Table 4.6: Complete Model Confusion Matrix Values and Statistics
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Figure 4.4: Complete Model MCC and Precision Evaluation

As already pointed out and also confirmed by the evaluation results presented, we believe
that our model may play an important role when it comes to IP Sibling identification in
practically relevant tasks like for example penetration testing. Hence, the performance,
which is based on the diversity of recognition techniques, enables the deployment of our
proposed model in further applications.

4.3 Special Acquisition Methods Evaluation

The already mentioned special acquisition cases like activated SYN cookies or connection
initialization based randomization, which we came across during acquisition and analysis,
are investigated on two common OSs. The activation of SYN cookies can be triggered
on most machines by repeatedly sending SYN packets without proper replying to the
subsequently returned SYNACKs.

In the first case, we test our simple but efficient technique on some remote machines
which we identify as Linux devices by their SSH identification string. By testing sev-
eral configuration or implementation dependent TCP flag settings we have no luck for
retransmissions of ACKs. However, combining the PSH and ACK flag in distinct states
of the connection triggers a retransmission which enables the collection of at least ten
timestamps. As shown previously, the amount of ten timestamps is sufficient for valuable
decision making concerning the IP Sibling property. One drawback may be the fact that
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we can not control the density of the delivered timestamps. This solely depends on the
configuration of the retransmission timer at the remote machine. Besides mentioned
obstacles, other problems may occur which make the conventional acquisition process
more difficult. For example, if SYN cookies are deactivated and timestamp randomiza-
tion is implemented on a per connection basis, it is possible to repeatedly perform the
acquisition process which is based on solely one TCP connection and thus, to collect
more timestamps to achieve an increased distribution.

The second case handles FreeBSD machines which are also identified by their SSH
identification string. At those devices we are able to collect up to 253 timestamps due to
the fact that FreeBSD’s TCP implementation apparently behaves completely standard
conform. Additionally, it is possible to decrease the density of the acquired timestamps by
adding a delay between data packets sent. Timestamp acquisition from FreeBSD nodes
with activated SYN cookies is a straightforward task and delivers constant results.

Linux nodes need additional fine-tuning of TCP settings in order to deliver the demanded
result of one timestamp per sent byte. Applying the technique to FreeBSD nodes con-
stantly yield the desired outcome of a suitable amount of timestamps.

4.4 Network Node IP Pairs Evaluation

Finally, we apply the previously investigated combined model to our collected data in
order to identify IP Siblings among the active network node pairs. It is mentionable that
one and the same node occurs within several traceroutes. For example, if tracerouting is
conducted to different targets situated within the same ISP. In Table 4.7 we aggregate
all discovered nodes to their unique occurrence before they are paired together.

Data Set
Overall Nodes Active Nodes Percent Active
IPv4 IPv6 IPv4 IPv6 IPv4 IPv6

Ground Truth 1757 1568 379 472 21.57% 30.1%
Alexa 9664 7950 2355 2385 24.37% 30.0%
Cisco 19142 23212 3720 4547 19.43% 19.59%

Table 4.7: Discovered Nodes and Active Nodes

From these single nodes, we construct candidate pairs per traceroute path. This means,
we only pair IPv4 and IPv6 addresses together which are discovered within routes to the
same traceroute target. We avoid duplicates by using a dictionary data structure. The
candidate pairs are identified by a key which we build from a four value tuple consisting
of the two IPs (IPv4 and IPv6) as well as the corresponding ports. Since the key is unique
to each candidate pair, it enables us to avoid repeated construction of combinations. The
build process does not have any impact on the acquired timestamps, since within the
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whole data set, for each IP address and each associated open port, we anyway gather
only one timestamp sequence. In other words, the timestamp sequences are tied to IP
and port and thus, are used for each built combination in which the respective IP address
and corresponding port occur.

Ground Truth Alexa Cisco
Full-Runtime 1188 11722 36481
Low-Runtime 1370 14739 42129
Difference 182 3017 5648

Table 4.8: Unique Candidate Pairs constructed from Network Nodes

Table 4.8 summarizes the number of unique candidate pairs assembled. The number of
constructed pairs reasonably differs between the full- and low-runtime data sets. This
may be due to the fact that routing is a dynamic process and we conduct the full- and
low-runtime acquisitions at different points in time. For further investigation, we split
these candidate pairs into edge and intermediate network node pairs. The distribution of
the edge and core candidate pairs constructed for each data set is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Edge and Core Network Node Pairs of the respective Data Set

The next step is to apply our proposed model to the constructed candidate pairs. As
previously, we provide results for the full- and low-runtime versions of the respective
data sets. Figure 4.6 shows the classified siblings and non-siblings of the full-runtime
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candidate pairs. The same for the low-runtime data set is shown in Figure 4.7. As one
can see, the proportion of IP Sibling pairs, no matter whether edge or core node pairs, is
for full- as well as low-runtime almost equally distributed in each different data set. One
exception is represented by the classified edge siblings of the full-runtime Cisco data set
which nearly double their number compared to the low-runtime data. This may be due
to the fact that during one of the acquisition processes of low- or full-runtime data an
update or outage in a crucial communication hub occurred. Besides this anomaly, the
evaluated data reveal that at least around 10% of the examined candidate pairs are IP
Siblings. For reasons of easier comparison, we provide additional details in Table 4.9.

Ground Truth Alexa Cisco
Runtime full low full low full low
IP Pairs 1188 1370 11722 14739 36481 42129
Edge Pairs 601 691 7383 8349 27621 27014
Percentage 50.59% 50.44% 62.98% 56.65% 75.71% 64.12%
Siblings 151 142 1233 1746 4942 5544
Percentage 25.12% 20.55% 16.7% 20.91% 17.89% 20.52%
Non-Siblings 450 549 6150 6603 22679 21470
Percentage 74.88% 79.45% 83.3% 79.09% 82.11% 79.48%
Core Pairs 587 679 4339 6390 8860 15115
Percentage 49.41% 49.56% 37.02% 43.35% 24.29% 35.88%
Siblings 103 78 641 901 1160 2266
Percentage 17.55% 11.49% 14.77% 14.1% 13.09% 14.99%
Non-Siblings 484 601 3698 5489 7700 12849
Percentage 82.45% 88.51% 85.23% 85.9% 86.91% 85.01%

Table 4.9: Candidate IP Pair Evaluation

The first row in the table, which also represents the first part, shows the number of all
for the prediction intended candidate pairs. The second part describes the proportion
of the edge pairs and is structured as follows. First, the number of edge pairs is stated,
followed by the according percentage of the overall candidate pairs. Then, the as siblings
classified edge pairs and their percentage related to the number of all edge pairs is shown.
In the same way like the siblings before, the non-siblings and their percentage related
to the number of all edge pairs are listed. The third part in the table refers to the core
pairs and is structured in the same way as the second part. As expected, the proportion
of IP Siblings at edge pairs is above the number of core pair IP Siblings. However, all
of them are above 10% whereby the edge IP Siblings are settled at about 20% and the
core IP Siblings are a little bit below at around 14%. The non-IP Siblings of the edge
pairs are at around 71% and the core non-IP Sibling pairs are at above 85%.
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Figure 4.6: Full-Runtime - Classified Network Node IP Pairs
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Figure 4.7: Low-Runtime - Classified Network Node IP Pairs
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Conclusion

In the final chapter, we reflect our conducted investigations and the resulting impacts.
Thereto, we summarize main aspects of the concepts applied and their corresponding
outcomes. Furthermore, we conclude this thesis and refer to our research questions by
employing our gained insights to answer them. Finally, we briefly debate possible future
work in relation to our findings.

5.1 Summary of Key Concepts

In this thesis, we started with the investigation of prior work in terms of ground truth
data, classification features and prediction strategies. First, we based our compiled
ground truth host list on the already proposed RIPE Atlas and NLNOG RING projects
which act as a main source for reliable ground truth nodes. Instead of full HTTP requests
conducted in previous work, we exploited simple TCP SYN packets which are less resource
intensive. Moreover, this technique enables the collection of multiple timestamps per
SYN segment since SYNACKs are retransmitted if they are not answered within a proper
amount of time. Provided that the TCP implementation behaves in compliance with the
standard, we were able to acquire at least twice as much timestamps as with comparable
techniques. Beyond, we are able to gain timestamps from devices not providing HTTP.
For the network node acquisition, we conducted common TCP SYN tracerouting and
collected responding nodes by tracerouting targets from the Alexa Top Million and the
Cisco Umbrella Top Million lists. Both data sets were compiled from domains which
have A as well as AAAA DNS records in common. Due to the limited number of hops on
routes to targets which reside in a CDN, we excluded these targets from tracerouting.
We composed a list of 192 ports which may be open for communication on network
nodes. Based on this list, we executed port scans on the nodes which were previously
determined along routes. Following, we acquired TCP timestamps from all active nodes
and their ports. For both data sets, we performed a full- and a low-runtime acquisition.
The full-runtime corresponds to the conducted acquisition time of ten hours as applied in
prior work which resulted in a number of around 1500 timestamps. The low-runtime was
defined for a time of 80 seconds which resulted in a number of ten timestamps. Based on
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our timestamp data investigations, we deduced that the prediction model as proposed in
previous work is not well-suited anymore because of the huge number of nodes employing
randomized timestamp offsets nowadays. Therefore, we developed a new model which
consists of two components. The first component represents the prior proposed model
which classifies node pairs with constant timestamp offsets. The second component
consists of a new prediction model which is based on the provided and slightly adapted
features from previous work. We removed the spline features because they result in low
feature importance scores but cause resource heavy computational efforts. The final
model has an excellent performance almost independent of the number of timestamps
provided. We also addressed some edge cases like SYN cookies and randomization offsets
which are based on connection initialization by providing Application layer techniques
for timestamp acquisition. The network nodes were combined to network node pairs on
a per path basis which means we combined only IPv4 and IPv6 nodes which belong to
the same path. To classify these network pairs as edge or core node pairs we used the
network prefixes which were communicated by the RIPE NCC. Thereto, we constructed
networks by employing the last node within a route and the announced prefixes in order
to check the membership of candidate pairs in these networks. In case of a positive
match we considered the investigated pair as an edge pair, otherwise the node pair was
assigned to the core pair set. Finally, we applied our newly designed prediction model
to the network node pairs for an investigation of the current structure of the Internet.

5.2 Conclusion

Research in the field of IP Sibling detection was previously solely conducted on the
basis of end nodes. In contrast, we aim to investigate the often-forgotten actors, which
primary enable the operation of the Internet as we know it today. Hence, we focus
on the examination of network nodes, especially routers, and whether they operate as
Dual Stack devices. In particular, since networks, like for example ISP networks, are
steadily evolving and growing, it is a necessary and important task to identify possible
attack vectors which one was previously probably even not aware of. Based on the prior
statements, we concentrate our interest on five linked research questions. We structure
them in three categories:

1) Network infrastructure

2) Communication impact

3) Practical significance

In the first category we are interested in the usage of Dual Stack technology on network
nodes in general. Therefore, we address the following question: Do routers on paths
on the Internet use Dual Stack IP implementations? We discovered that a tenth of the
revealed network nodes apply Dual Stack configurations. However, there is no doubt
that publicly operating routers employ Dual Stack technology. In addition, we separate
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the identified network devices into core and edge types to provide a deeper investigation
about the underlying network structure. This leads us to the second question: At which
location along paths (intermediate or edge) do routers predominantly use Dual Stack
technology? We observe that especially in the edge networks, which are mostly operated
by ISPs, the proportion of IP Siblings is higher than in the Internet core network. The
evaluation of the core and edge network nodes reveals answers to the last question in this
category: Is the routing infrastructure on the Internet for IPv4 the same as for IPv6?
Based on the distinct network node types examined, this question can be answered with
a clear no. This is due to the fact that, especially in a global context, we recognize
different proportions of IP Siblings in distinct parts of the Internet. We discover that
the core network structure of the Internet is more noticeably separated into an IPv4 and
IPv6 part. However, within the edge networks, we observe that network nodes are more
often operated as Dual Stack devices.

In the second category we employ the gained insights from the previous category and
partially rely on our observations during the tracerouting operation. Since the global
network infrastructure is generally speaking divided, one may assume that communication
performance is affected due to IPv4 and IPv6 packets taking different routes. We take
this assumption into account by answering the following question: Is communication
negatively impacted (number of hops, geolocation) in any way by means of routers which
solely operate either IPv4 or IPv6 on one and the same device? We observe that IPv6
paths to the trace route targets are on average roughly one hop shorter than their
IPv4 counterparts. Based on gained insights, we argue that in our case the differing
average number of hops traversed by transmitted packets does not significantly impact
any communication, at least not during our port scans and timestamp acquisition process.
One drawback is that publicly available geolocation services are not accurate enough to
enable valuable statements about the position of a specific IP address. Moreover, the
accuracy of such free services is restricted to the level of countries or even continents which
prohibits the determination of IP addresses located in distinct cities within one and the
same country. Therefore, we decide to exclude geolocation services from our evaluation in
this work. As a result, we do not observe any noticeable negative communication impact
which might be caused by the previously discovered underlying network infrastructure.

The third category deals with timestamp acquisition runtimes which in prior work are in
range of hours and thus not suitable for practical applications like for example penetration
tests. To address the minimization of acquisition times, we ask the following question:
Can the timestamp acquisition time be reduced to a practically relevant level by preserving
currently available prediction performance? Since acquisition time is proportional to the
number of timestamps, the overall time actually depends on the predictive performance
of the model. In other words, it is essential to know how many timestamps are necessary
for the given model to enable an accurate prediction. We show that we can minimize the
acquisition time to minutes by providing an efficient prediction model. Our proposed
model achieves MCC values above 0.95 even for low-runtime applications with only few
timestamps available.
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5.3 Future Work

The number of available ground truth nodes is, thanks to the RIPE Atlas and NLNOG
RING projects, sufficient for satisfactory model training. However, most of these nodes
do not employ randomized timestamp offsets although it is, as we observed, already
common in practice. Therefore, it is an important task to increase the number of ground
truth nodes, especially the proportion of nodes which implement randomized timestamp
offsets.

The identified routes in this work are based on simple tracerouting methods. More
advanced tracerouting techniques like for example the Multipath Detection Algorithm
(MDA) and its improvement MDA-Lite, which are proposed in [5, 119], are able to reveal
much more network nodes due to the fact that an increased number of routes to one and
the same target can be discovered.

Since we are able to acquire more than sufficient timestamps by querying FreeBSD nodes
with a single TCP connection per IP version, it may be of interest if this technique can
be extended to not only SSH but also to other Application layer protocols. Additionally,
applicability on multiple OSs may be another related concern.

Recently, the Cisco Talos Intelligence Group presented an article to identify IP Siblings
based on the Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) protocol suite [26]. They send NOTIFY
packets over IPv4 and provide an IPv6-only address for reverse connections. If a response
can be captured from the investigated node it definitely employs IPv4 and IPv6 on the
same device and can be classified as an IP Sibling. This may have severe impacts in
terms of security since this technique enables identification of Dual Stack nodes at end
customer level. A problem may arise in conjunction with the assumption that customers
do not care about the deployment of IPv6 and the related security implications on their
devices as long as they work as expected. Therefore, this may introduce new attack
vectors on UPnP enabled devices which are not configured properly. Since concerned
devices can be clearly identified as IP Siblings, they may also be employed as ground
truth data.
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